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EDITOR'S REMARKS
The NYSAJC expresses its sincere appreciation to the members of
the host colleges
Trocaire College, Erie County Technical Institute
and Niagara County Community College
who helped to make the
Twenty-first Annual Conference a success.
Special recognition must be given to Dr. Marvin A. Rapp and Dr.
Norma E. Bentley for their contributions to the Conference.

I want to express my gratitude to all the panel participants

for making my job so much easier.
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FROM DISSENT TO RESISTANCE:

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE DECAY
OF MORALS

EDWARD JOSEPH SHOBEN, JR..
American Counci/ on Education
Washington, D.C.
For nearly ZOO years, a strongly
shared set of values has shaped and
given direction to the American
dream. Largely inherited from the

European enlightenment and the traditions of western liberalism, those
values have been essentially the ones
identified by Max Weber in his classic
analysis of the Protestant ethic. At the

core have been work, achievement,

ministrative heads or their interference with large-scale institutional machinery. Their importance lies, rather,
in their strong suggestion of a sharp
decline in the potency of traditional
values to guide and animate American

life.

Born to a time of jet travel and television, with little sense of either the
Great Depression or the war against
Hitler as much less remote than the
Black Plague or the Thirty Years War,
and aware from infancy of the neargenocidal weaponry that ironically defines modern man's most creative
achievement, today's youth are, in the
main, indeed, children of both affluence and anxiety. They are a part of
what is most novel in our rapidly and
radically changing ,age; and what is
now most novel is what is least familiar to those with longer memories and
more antique arteries.
It follows, then, that if there has always been a "generational gap" of
some kind or other, the conditions for
the gap's widening are presently particularly acute, and the magnitude of
that gulf is lent special meaning by
population projections. Almost half the
American people are currently under
25 years of age. By 1972, a majority
will be under 21, and the median age

and security; playing more instrumental roles, self-control, an orientation
toward the future, the supremacy of
rationality over the impulses and emotions, and the potentially supportive
and protective approval of society
have all been vitally important. As the
United States has grown, this central
value-structure has provided room and
reinforcement for individuality through
frontier - related opportunities and
through an enlarging multiplicity of
forms, primarily occupational, over
which the basic ethic could be effectively stretched.
Currently, the nation is subject to a of the American voter in that year
panoply of forces that challenge that should be about 26. Beyond their in-

ancient pattern of dominant values.

crease in numbers, youth have at-

Among these powerful influences are tained a kind of solidarity by virtue of
the tempo and massiveness of contem- college attendance. Now enrolled in
porary social change, the technology excess of six million on campuses
of communication and its interaction across the country, students have
with a highly literate population, the been recognized as something roughly
human crowding that results from analogous to a social class. Selective
population growth and urbanization, Service deals with them on special
and the transformation of the econ- terms; advertising identifies them as
omy from an industrial to what has a distinctive and important "target
been called a post-industrial base. 1) public"; they are courted politically,

It is within this context that one can and their modes are acknowledged,
grasp some of the significance of stu- sometimes with acceptance and somedent unrest and the dissidence of times with retributive outrage, ,as difyouth. What is crucial about these ferent from those of older generations.
phenomena is not their greying of adNumbers and a kind of corporate

_

-
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identity imply potential power. For
potential power to become manifest,
spokesmen are needed to give leadership and focus to size and membership; and spokesmen are now avail-

for civil rights, in opposition to the
war in southeast Asia, and in battles

though they represent a minority of
youth, still compose a considerable
group. If only 3 percent of current college students can be called activists,
they yet number in excess of 180,000,
and they appear, in one way or another, to voice the sentiments of from
one-fifth to one-third of their less directly involved peers.
Both intrinsically, therefore, and as
the heirs apparent of American destiny, contemporary college students
can hardly be ignored. And whatever
one may say and a good deal of importance can be said
about their
style and manner, their primary concerns hardly merit neglect among
thoughtful and goodwilled men. In a
complex fashion, four major themes
have underlain student unrest as we
have known it since 1960. One is civil
justice. A second is the humanization

contribute actively to the attainment
of a more generous and decent world.
Indeed, these involvements primarily
reflect the social implementation of
the ethic of individual freedom in the
existential present: At their richest,
freedom and the authenticity of experience must be widely shared. Civil
justice, peace, and more relevant

able among student activists who, even

and personalization of international re-

lations, expressed basically in vigor-

for educational reform grow basically
out of beliefs about the right way a
man should live and commitments to
the principle that individuals must

forms of educational opportunity are,
on the one hand, the conditions under
which such a sharing can be most significantly achievcd and enjoyed; on
the other hand, the vigorous pursuit of
these social goals makes possible the
experience

of

meaningfulness

and

freedom that is the touchstone of the
moral life.

Such an experiential and existential
touchstone contrasts sharply with the
traditional moral criterion of how well
behavior accords with conventions or
time-established rules. It has little to
do with work and earned security as
our civilization has enshrined them,
and it often flies in the face of prudent
self-control or cultivation of social ap-

ous opposition to the American posture
in Vietnam and in the endorsement of
such person-to-person ventures as the
Peace Corps. The third is the modern- proval. When applied to such affairs as

ization of the university and its rela- sexual conduct, the use of marijuana,
and personal appearance, the existential test can too readily be misunderstood as a legitimizing of license, an
determination, on the existential pri- escape from the harsh realities that a
macy of the present and of experience truly moral man faces, and an unsotionship to society. And the fourth, cutting across the other three, is an emphasis on individual freedom and self-

in contrast to the traditional

domi-

nance of the future or of either authority or the accumulated wisdom associ-

ated with guiding conventions. In
pressing for a hearing in the prosecution of these broad and humane interests, students have typically assumed
a stance that is political and tactical,
but their energizing convictions have

cialized sloppiness. Although the way
of wisdom with respect to sex, drugs,

and dress is more than merely moot,
and although one need not be at all
convinced that the advocates of the
New Left or of the hippie mode are
within gunshot of newly persuasive and
genuinely humane insights, the basic
issues here are very different. They
concern such matters as the right of

been profoundly moral. Active and
Often risky involvement in the fight privacy in an era when that right is

L
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subject to subtle but enormous and de- many instances, youth have found it
bilitating erosion. They concern the difficult to obtain more than a pro forquestion of the extent to which phar- ma hearing for their grievances and
macological agents can be employed their recommendations in the corridors
for the improvement of the human con- of institutional or national power. A
dition and for the enlargement of per- highly relevant illustration is the lack
sonal experience in a time when psy- of response to the two very moderate
choactive drugs have become common- letters on Vietnam and the draft adplace in the adult community
wit- dressed to the White House at Christness the huge annual bills paid for caf- mas time in 1966 and in June of 1967
feine, nicotine, alcohol, and a startling by the student body presidents of 200
variety of tranquilizers by the most extremely varied colleges and universtable and conventionally contributive sities. Conscious of their numbers and
members of our middle class. They their college-based corporate solidar-

concern the question of the degree to
which contemporary life has come to
focus on traditional forms and the externals of social interchange as against
the experience of pleasure and the real
substance of personal relationships.
Such matters have always been of moment to civilized men, and history has
consistently recorded the indebtedness
of cultures to those who, by searching
out the elements of hypocrisy and dec-

adence and self-delusion in them, have
helped to revitalize them.
But the thoroughly appropriate debates that can be held about the specific positions of activist students on particular problems is not our business
here. The present thesis is a twofold

one: First, the confrontation that has
been shaping up between the student

ity, informed and concerned students
are unlikely to be put off for very long
by silence, a figurative pat on the head,

or mere access to a patient but inattentive ear of authority. The point holds

in spite of the discourtesy, disrespect,
and deliberately provocative style of
which students have frequently been
guilty in their search for a proper forum in which to make their case. Youthful bad manners have often been not
only tactically stupid; they have contravened the argument for increased
humanization that has been the main
and most convincing tenet in their
pressure for reform in both the university and the larger society. Nevertheless, their sins have sometimes been
less objectionable
on the grounds,
by the way, of quite traditional concepts of civility and wisdom
than
the neglectful, patronizing, or intransigent reaction from responsible and established seats of power.

sector and traditional society is an authentically moral one, fundmental and
serious in tone and implications, generative of a healthy rethinking of ethical ideas and the ways in which they
If, however, this state of affairs
can be made manifest in social policy, helps to explain, it in no way
justifies
and a decided aid in helping America the move from dissent to resistance,
gear itself to the pace and pattern of from a vigorous competition among
the changes that are the hallmark of moral ideas and ethical models to a
the age. Second, insofar as it has ac- clash in which raw might is the only
cepted the slogan of "from dissent to determiner of the outcome. Almost by
resistance," the moral force of stu- definition, this shift in the character of
dents activism has become corrupt and the confrontation removes it from the
subject to decay.
moral domain. When contending parIt is not that the escalation of criti- ties attempt to settle their differences
cism and protest to disobedience and by weapons alone, one side always condisruption is hard to understand. In siders the other without legitimacy,
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unredeemable in its villainy, and inaccessible to either reason or moral suasion. It is for this reason that war is so
typically callousing to the human spirit. Because of the tragic imperfections

that so integrally mark man's condi-

late, explicitly formulated,

and

supported on behalf of ihe tota/

community.
(2) Techniques of civil disobedience

that entail minimal or no risk
injury to others.

of.

tion, resorts to warfare may be unhappily .comprehensible, but they give no (3) Minimal or no infringement of the
legal rights of others, including
warrant to .anyone to engage in organthose against whose interests the
ized violence in the name of an unsuldisobedience is aimed.
lied morality.
Clarifying this position in the context (4) The avoidance of violence.
of today's student unrest requites an (5) The acceptance of the consequences of civil disobedience. By
examination of the notion of civil disdefinition, civil disobedience inobedience with respect both to violatvolves not oppostition to law but
ing the law and the deliberate breakthe breaking of a particular and ofing of institutional rules. The flaunting
fensive
law in support of a "highof duly adopted social regulations is
er" moral or social principle. Atdangerous, of course, on two scores:
tempts, when disobedience fails, to
On the one hand, it rends the, fabric of
escape the penalties imply both
community, opening the doors to anarthat no offensive law has been brochy and disorder. On the other hand,
ken and that the higher principle is
because, despite some unconscionable
not worth the sacrifice.
exceptions, the basic reason for laws in
the traditions of the West is to protect (6) Clear support of the justifying prinsociety against the tyranny of men,
ciple by a substantial minority of
civil disobedience always carries with
the population affected by the
it the risk of the rise to power of a
rules attacked. Because the violacharismatic dictator or an authoritarition of regulations is a community
an junta; the restoration of social staaffair, it cannot properly and on
bility and the achievement of some
principle be acted out unless both
regularity in the community's necesthe basic grievances and the justisary operations have often provided
fying principle have a base in sigthe road over which a Fuhrer has travnificant community endorsement.
eled to prominence. At the same time, (7) Some reasonable probability that
experience suggests certain circumdisobedience will achieve a remestances under which the systematic
dy to the ill that initiated it.
and planned violation of social rules
Unless these conditions are met, it
may be looked upon as acceptable, seems
clear that civil disobedience can
justified, and beneficial:
readily degenerate into indiscriminate
(1) The existence of a societal state of rioting, a technique for serving selfish
affairs so inhumane and indefensi- interests, and a route to one brand or
ble as to demand extreme correc- another of fascism. Despite the
tive measures. This condition is strength of the instigations and the desadequately fulfilled only when (a) peration that may lie at the roots of
no mode of appropriate redress is civil resistance, the resistance moveavailable through law or the usual ment itself is likely to prove self-depolitical machinery and (b) the feating in such a case. Social action
moral or political principles by not infrequently has consequences unwhich the existing state of affairs foreseen by those committed to it, and
is judged intolerable are articu- totalitarian outcomes are rarely the
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aim of this kind of disobedience. In any gives some attention to the conseevent, without full regard for the justi- quences of acts and to the future entailfying circumstances, civil disobedience ments of conduct. In the case of concan lose its moral base and slide rapid- temporary student activism
particly into mob violence, the venting of ularly those aspects of it concerned
miscellaneous frustrations, and the ug- with Black Power, nihilistic efforts to
ly expression of a variety of doubtful- overthrow the entire educational and
ly relevant hostilities.
social system, and some of the most
extreme
protestations against the war
In any context, then, a progression
it seems probable that
from dissent and protest to resistance in Vietnam
the
advocates
of disobedience are
and disobedience must prove its moral
validity by adherence to the conditions breeding a back-lash that could make
set out here. In a university, this kind the McCarthyism of the early 1950's
of proof is particularly difficult to at- seem tame and generous. John Fischtain. Among its central functions, the er 3) has recently pointed out this very
university must give a high place to real danger:
. . . some members of the New Left
serving as a forum for the exploration
. . . have openly proclaimed their aland debating of significant ideas. The
legiance to Mao or Castro . . . and
processes of exploration and debate
can be abridged or stifled in many
their hopes of destroying or at least
ways, and this kind of interference is
"dislocating" American society. Others have engaged in what now can be
no less objectionable when students are
excused as idealistic gestures
responsible than when a legislature or
burning draft cards, assaults on inan administrative officer is at fault. To
duction centers, blocking of troop
provide a meaningful forum, a college
trains, mobbing Cabinet officers. Tocampus must be thoroughly open, 2)
morrow, in the hot glare of a Senate
offering hospitality to speakers who atinvestigating chamber, a skillful
tempt to recruit minds and to officials
demagogue could easily make such
from government and business who atbehavior look like giving aid and
tempt to recruit talents. To demoncomfort to the enemy.
strate, then, against the ideas and
practices that an agent of the DepartMoreover, the New Leftists are
ment of Defense or the Dow Chemical
busily undermining their own best
Company may represent is quite legitdefense: the American traditions of
imate; to capture him, to prevent his
free speech and tolerance. Increasdoing his lawful job, and to interfere
ingly, they are taking the position:
with access to him on the part of other
"I'm right. You are wrong. Therepossibly interested students are activifore I cannot permit you to be
ties having too much in common with
heard." So, in the name of morality,
a ban on speakers, the censorship of
they are stoning and howling down
the college newspaper, or restrictions
anyone who might disagree with
on the circulation of "dangerous" lithem . . .
brary books. In all these instances, a
The saddest prospect is that the
fundamental purpose of the university
coming reaction will fall not only on
is subverted, and the morality of the
these (New Leftists) but also on . . .
subversion is hard to find and harder
a good many students of the kind destill to justify.
scribed by Nan Robertson of the New
There is another ground on which
York Times as "intellectual hobbits
the dissent-to-resistance notions seems
warm, lovable, and a little furryquestionable. Any morality, including
minded." Among them, too . . . will
an ethic of immediate experience,
be people like Mr. Rovere and my-
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self, who still believe in the old-fash- Russell's observation 4) that "With
ioned virtues of free speech and fair subjectivism in philosophy, anarchism
trial
and who will feel compelled, in politics goes hand in hand" and his
therefore, to oppose the new crop of unhappy examples of the fate of the Anwitch-hunters as we opposed McCar- abaptists and the course of romantithy . . .
cism in the development of Western soUnless there is evidence of some ap- ciety. If we are to achieve both authenpropriate concern for this disturbing tic personhood and a genuine sense of
possibility, it seems only accurate to community in the modern world, and

read the morality of student radical- if the university is to play its signifiism, so recently so promising and so cant part in the quest for that achievevital, as decaying at its center and ,as ment, then the emerging power of confar less humane than many of us would temporary youth must be disciplined
by an awareness of the moral vulnerprefer to believe.
ability common to all men. That vulFinally, there is another problem nerability is currently italicized by the
that must be considered in evaluating attractiveness of the dissent-to-resistthe new morality which has found its ance slogan, and a major question bevoice in youth particularly in college fore us all is that of whether students
youth. Throughout the history of man, will display the sensitivity of the genhis tommunities have had to steer be- uinely educated in responding to it.
tween the Scylla of ossification through

too much discipline and too slavish a
reverence for tradition and convention
and the Charbydis of dissolution or conquest because of an efflorescence of in-

dividualism and privatism that makes
cooperation impossible. Many civilizations have failed, foundering on the
rocks of either overorganization or anarchy, both of which are culturally fatal. Because extremes tend to beget extremes, and because ours is an age in
which the bureaucratization, systematization, rationalization, and routinization of life proceed at a subtle but
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RESPONSIBILITY OF
LEADERSHIP

DR. VIRGINIA R. KIRKBRIDE
Dean of Women
and Associate Professor of
of Educational Psychology
George Washington University

it and whether we like it or not we
can't very well say to borrow a
phrase
"Stop the world, I want to
get off". In my view the times in
which we live, permeated as they are
by a spirit of restlessness and discontent with the present, and by feelings
of uncertainty, insecurity, and even

some dispair as to the future, in almost
I appreciate the invitation to be here cataclysmic proportions, demand the
and especially this very warm wel- ablest, the strongest and the most efcome. I am delighted to have this op- fective leadership.
portunity to share with you some of
This is true in government, industry
my thoughts as they relate to your gen- and society. Yes, and
more, in
eral theme
"Today's Education for education because it is even
on
today's
stuTomorrow".
dents that our future is dependent. The
In the field of education we are faced ability of administrators and faculties,
today with unprecedented challenges, from grade to college level, to provide
the validity of established concepts active arid effective leadership will in
and approaches are being questioned a large measure determine the success
and attacked not only by many within or failure of our educational programs
the profession, but even more serious- which in turn will determine the kind
ly by those whom we serve. Events of world we have tomorrow. It is to
are taking place in many of our this kind of active and effective leadschools today which were unheard of a ership that I address my remarks to
decade ago. In some cases they repre- this evening.
sent extremism and out-right rebelUp to the last 15 years it was fashlion, some explainable and some with- ionable
to talk about leadership in the
out any discernable explanation.
terms of the quality of a leader you
It has been said that educators need know, what makes a leader. Nowadays
to be contortionists to get along in most of us believe that there is mighty
these difficult and demonstrative days. little nutrition in that approach. So, in
First of all, we have to keep our backs recent years most of us have been
to the wall and that's not hard with all talking in terms of the techniques of a
the pressures that we have
and our leader. How does a leader behave? Unears to the ground, which is much questionably there is pay dirt in this
more difficult. We're expected to put approach and I am sure that you are
our shoulders to the wheel, our noses all familiar with it. But, tonight I proto the grindstone, keep level heads and pose to ask you to examine with me
both feet on the ground and at the the leader from a somewhat different
same time have our heads in the an,gle, that of his goal or purpose. What
clouds so that we can look for the sil- is he trying to do? What obligations do
ver lining. Well, sometimes the clouds his objectives impose upon him? Alseem pretty dark, but this is our chal- though much has been written of leadlenge. And, I think perhaps it is good ership and group behaviour, I have
for us. We need to be stirred from our found nothing on this particular aspect
complacency and forced to come to of the problems of leadership. Nonegrips with the accelerated demands of the-less, I cannot avoid feeling that is
a new generation in a greatly changed worthy of exploration. The result is
and rapidly changing society. Whether that this talk is pretty much completewe like it or not we are in the midst of ly original, compounded of my person-
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al experiences over more years than deliberately distinguishing between the
I care to tell, of studying and working group and the individual members. It
with competent leaders and in apply- seems to me that these are separate
ing various techniques in my career as and distinct areas involving separate
an administrator and a college profes- and distinct responsibilities and lastly,
sor.
himself, the culture to which he beFor purposes of this discussion I pro- longs and the God who created him
pose to define a leader as the person and gave him the capacity for leaderwho, under proper authority, exercises

ship.

these other persons, as followers, and
in our case as colleagues or students
as a member of the team. In passing
let us take note of two things in this
definition. One, if we are to discuss
leadership in terms of the responsibili-

at a time.

ed by high standards.
Now, with the decks cleared of a pos-

for the most part, good, since occasion-

done. Second, to develop the group that

ple, that all you have to do is just to be

world.

will agree with me that this just is not
so. Even the kindest, the most under-

influence on thc behaviour of other
Now, let us go back to the four basic
persons. We will probably refer to responsibilities and discuss them, one
The leaders first responsibility is to
get the job done. This responsibility is
first in sequence because, above all, it
is basic and is the first responsibility
that leaders recognize. Too often it is
ties of the leader we can hardly get the only one that some of them ever
along without the content of authority. recognize. But, I hasten to tell you and
The leader must have the right to do to emphasize it is not enough to get the
what he does. It is up to each one of us job done. On the other hand, it should
to be certain in which areas we have be argued that whoever fails in this
this authority. And, also, to delineate first responsibility fails in all. No matclearly these areas of authority which ter how effectively .a leader disthose working under us hold. Second- charges his other obligations, if he
ly, the leader must influence the be- fails to produce in this competitive
haviour of others. People must do world of ours, he fails in all. We canthings or fail to do things because of not afford to entrust ourselves, or our
him. This rules out the so-called lais- young people or our problems to inefsez-faire leader and the person who fectual people. In recent years in this
acts only as an agent to carry out the country, government, industry and edwishes of others. And, we will be con- ucation have been swamped with
sidering only the ethical leader, one speakers who talk on human relations.
whose goals and objectives are dictat- Now, it is natural, but, I think this is,
ally I am one of these speakers.
sible misunderstanding, we can proJust think of the large number of
ceed with our exploration. It seems to well meaning people who have manme that a leader has four basic re- aged to get the distorted idea that husponsibilities. First, to get the job man relations means being nice to peo-

he leads, to make it a better group. pleasant, and all good things will natThird, to aid in the growth of each urally follow. I am certain that those
member of his ,group, and fourth, to do of you who are educational leaders,
his share in making this a better whether administrators or teachers,
To whom does the leader owe this
responsibility? Certainly, at least, to

standing of leaders sometimes have

the authority which appointed him, the unpleasant tasks to do. There are misgroup which he leads, and the human fits that get into all groups and dealbeing whom he leads. Note that we are ing with them just is not fun. Even the
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capable people with whom you and I
work are not all perfect. They misunderstand sometimes, they get emotional, unreasonable, and now and then,
the best of them go off the beam. But,
you and I, those of us who would lead,
have to keep the shop running, keep
things on balance, and this often
means that we have to set the watch.
The first responsibility, then, is to set
high standards of performance and adhere to them with firmness and fairness. For example, in my experience,
I have found that many students need
help in learning to understand themselves and in understanding us. The
educational leader can, by listening
and by giving students an opportunity
to test themselves and their ideas, often aid them in determining the validity of their thinking and ultimately in
developing personal values for themselves, which will change the direction
of their energies into more construc-

team. We are all familiar with the typical American attitude of independence
and it has many virtues to commend
it, but the day of the lone wolf is gone.
In a society as highly developed and
complex as ours independence of action is no longer possible or practical.
Our lives are far too interrelated to go
it alone. Secondly, we must help them
to discover or develop the team's goals,
its purposes, where it wants to go and

how it can get there. This may often
require a complete indoctrination to
new ideas and a sublimation of old
ones. Thirdly, we must help them to
learn to look at things from the point
of view of the team. For some individ-

uals it is difficult to see things other
than from their own individual point of

view. But, real growth comes only as
one becomes able to understand, to appreciate and to evaluate other points
of view. Finally, we must give them
training .and purpose in working as a

tive channels.
The second responsibility of the lead-

team. Here we leaders must school

leader. The very essence of leading involves not only getting people to work
but gettiAg them to work purposefully
and constructively together as a team.
Getting the job done involves using a
team. Without the cooperation and
teamwork of your faculty you cannot

known sociologist, writing in the field
of human relations, said the more we
work together the better we like each
other and the better we like each other
the better we work together. The reaction and the result are circular in effect. The leader must recognize that
it is necessary that team members get
to know each other as people, be they
administration, faculty or student
teams. The leaders should encourage
interest in a wide variety of areas, in
order that the group members may develop broader perspectives and widen

ourselves, to talk less, to direct less, to
encourage our followers to work more
and more with each other, for it is
through working together that people

er is to develop the group which he
leads. There always needs to be a
group wherever there needs to be a develop team work. Holman, a well

be a successful administrator. And
without the cooperation and teamwork
of your students you cannot be a suc-

cessful teacher. The more nearly the
truth is a real team working together,
the more effectively it does the job,
and the more valuable it becomes in
doing other and bigger jobs. Well, you
may ask, how do you go about developing a team? It seems to me that several specific steps are involved. I offer
these as suggestions. First, we must
often be,gin by teaching members of
the group that they are a team, and
that it is good to be a member of a

their horizons.

The third responsibility of a leader
is to aid in the growth of every member of the team. Every individual has
strengths and weaknesses and the
leader must be able to recognize them.
The wise leader can then bring out the
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best in each member of the team. He one way or another from the daily

encourages creativity in their approach, is not afraid of new and sometimes astonishing ideas. The leader
himself will be receptive to new ideas

good deed of the Boy Scout to the

Foundations of Carnegie, Rockefeller,
Ford, Guggenheim. I have known men

and women so full of efficiency that
they have no time for family, for community, for country, for God, not even
for self. And, leaders, we owe it to ourselves to keep our viewpoints broad,
from time to time.
to keep in the forefront of our minds
The fourth responsibility of a leader this vital responsibility of doing our
is to do his share in making this a bet- personal share in making this a better
ter world. You and I belong to a cul- world. For my part, I cannot help feelture, to a nation that believes in effi- ing that you and I need during these
ciency. We build more and better auto- uncertain times, even more than usual,
mobiles, we build them faster and we to keep in mind the vital importance
use more of them than any other na- of spiritual values. It seems to me,
tion in the world. So, also, with farm that every human needs to believe in
as a means of increasing his own understanding and effectiveness. After
all, none of us can lay claim to perfection. We can stand a little refurbishing

machinery, air-conditioners, telephones,
billboards, and now even the space
cap,ule and the satellite. We are
members of a materialistic nation.
Certainly I think this is good but I

don't think that it is the only kind of
good. You and I are not ants chasing
one another around on an ant hill, nor

mules on a treadmill. The job of working and the joy of having are very real
joys but there are also other joys. We
leaders must not commit ourselves to
get so interested in getting bigger and
better production, getting the job done

even better and better, that we blind

ourselves to spiritual values. I am cer-

something. Even more this is true of

leaders. Each one of us loses his sense
of perspective now and then, and un-

der the pressure of getting the job

done, since we are human, this is going to happen and it's going to keep on
happening in the future. I suggest to
you that it will be of help to all of us if
we resolve now and again, and again
in the future, to remember to take
time out to regain that perspective, to
remind ourselves that we fail in all if
we fail to get the job done but getting
the job done for its own sake is fruitless. We must constantly reaffirm to
ourselves our obligations and redediate ourselves to the task of doing our

tain that almost every one of you
in making a better world for
shares with me a persistent longing to share
those
who
follow after us.
somehow or other leave this world a
little better than the one we were born
in. Each of us expresses this wish in

Thank you.
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WHAT'S AHEAD FOR
JUNIOR COLLEGES?
DONALD A. ELDRIDGE

President, Bennett College, Millbrook

Thank you for this invitation to be
here with you and for all that has gone
along with it. This is not going to be an
address. What I'd really like to do today is to share confusion with you. In

people are asking this question. So, let

us ponder together briefly what we
might perhaps be wise to try to anticipate.
Someone asked me yesterday wheth-

er I was going to include comments

about public funds for private colleges.
Well, of course, I am going to try to be-

cause, actually, basically the funda-

these remarks I will hopefully share mental problems and issues I think are
with you some contemplations on the exactly the same for public and pH-

future and underscore a few of the ex- v,ate colleges. Methods perhaps or the
cellent ideas that have been expressed kind of emphasis necessary, may vary
at certain points but, essentially, as I
here.
In this day of fantastic develop- see it our problems one way or anothments, as Dr. Shoben suggested, it is er are very much the same.
terribly important to know where we
These are not notes nor are they
are going.

You know they say when Columbus
started out he did not know where he

was going and when he got there he
did not know where he was and after
he had gotten back he did not know
where he had been. I wonder sometimes whether this has been, in part,
the case with some of us in the Junior
College movement. We have had to
move so fast, changes have come

scripts that I am going to read. I had

a lot of exhibits which I had put togeth-

er deliberately and some of them I
will not use, but these are pertinent

and simply reflect some of the things
people say about this subject. Maybe
you saw in a column "College Forum"
in the magazine "College Management", of last January, Presidents
Predict Problems for 1968", and it
said that in interviewing Junior Colabout so quickly, that we know where lege presidents, from various parts of
we have been all right, and I guess we the country, they repeated time after
know where we are
we know where time the need for more money and
we are here, right now, but I am not buildings, the need for more buildings
sure, really, whether most of us have and money, the need for financing, the
taken out as much time as we should need for money, etc. They contend we
to try to contemplate where we are need more facilities, but how are we
going. I happened to hear on the radio going to get the money? As 1 read this
this morning that Commissioner Allen I felt that it was clearly short-sighted.
has been quoted as saying they would And, I'm not going to identify these
try to come up with an authorization people and don't you dare tell them
of some money to make a study and, that I referred to them, if you do take
I wrote this down right away. What he the trauble to look this up. But, actusaid, according to the radio report, ally, there isn't any concern here, with
was that this study would try to deter- one exception, which expresses any
mine whether the two-year colleges worry about ideas, about the terrible
are keeping in time with modern need for qualified faculty, about being
needs, and then, subsequently, wheth- sure that we are really giving quality
er they are properly financed. This is teaching in these institutions, which
about as hot ,and timely a quotation as we are going to need, etc. And, I think
I could find to work into these re- most of us have found that it is indeed
marks. I think, however, that this is ideas in the long run, it is the result of
an indication of the fact that a lot of good teaching that brings us to the so-
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lution to our financial and other prob- particularly, the various opportunities
lems. In other words, maybe this is a offered by our colleges, both public,
little cart before the "horseish". (I'm community colleges and private.
sorry I never used that term before)
One of the great things that worries
One of the heads of a private institu- me about the future and I think we

tion, not in this part of the country, have to answer it if we are to fulfill

not in New York City, nor in even the our needs, as I indicated here, is that
northeast, commented on the fact that the school of tomorrow almost certainthe image of the private junior college ly will have to include programs takis being submerged by increasing em- ing account of various kinds of intelliphasis on comprehensive community gence and move away from what it
junior colleges. "It actually boils down seemed to me for many years to be
to this", he said. "We are worrying one of the most important weaknesses
about new buildings while the commu- that we have, and that is a hanging on
nity colleges are concerned about their to the stereotype definition of the
parking lots. We never have had any "I.Q.". Again, Dr. Shoben spoke of
difficulty transferring our students in- this yesteTday. In his talk he spoke of
to good four-year colleges but now two groups from entirely different genwith so many what might be called erations being subjected to the same
'Jerry-built' two-year colleges, we are tests, measured by, in effect, the same
being tarred with the same brush and norms. It is sheer nonsense. We are
losing some stature as a result". I beginning to learn, at long last, that
think this is very, very limited, back- verbal facility which has been given
ward thinking. Then another man said, such high premium is only one form of

"as I see it, the problem of student intelligence. I think that we have to
unrest is easing up. I am fool-hardy face up to this new means of measurenough to prophesy that 1968 will find ing and providing for development of
other problems taking its place." See different kinds of intelligence. Again,
how dangerous it is to talk on a subject I think all of us are doing a great deal
like this?
in this field.
A few years ago when the New York
The school of tomorrow will include

World's Fair was being put together many programs with increased emsome of you, as I was, might have been

phasis on international education

asked to comment on a few major ternational understanding.

Some

inof

questions in education. I commented, you know, I am sure, and maybe all of
first, that I thought the major advance you don't, that the American Associain the past 25 years was the phenom- tion of Junior Colleges is planning to
inal development of the two-year col- have the Fiftieth Convention in the
leges in. these United Sta tes and the re- Fiftieth of the State, which will be
sultant stimulation of the further edu- based on an international education
cation of thousands of people who theme. We are meeting in Honolulu
might not be found inside a school. next January, with representatives
Second, the significant change of atti- from junior colleges in Japan, Canatude brought about in individuals in- da, Chili, probably India, and possibly
volved in the educational process, in some other Pacific countries. It is
making satisfactory adjustments, in planned jointly and this international
groups moving at their own. pace, and educational convention, as far as we
so on. And then, it seemed to me at know, will be the first of its kind ever
that time that the encouragement of attempted by any group. I mention it
individuals to move each at his own because I think it is an example of
pace was reflected in all kinds of very looking ahead. We are not being consignificant developments including, descending in setting it up and asking
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these other people if they would like to
come. We are planning to engage mutually in working out a program which
we hope and pray will bring some im-

portant suggestions, at least, and perhaps answers to some of our grave international problems.

Part of our problem always is overwhelming numbers and how we deal
with individuals, how we deal with the
extraordinary variety of demands

placed upon us and still manage all

those numbers. Some of you have read

I am sure excerpts of an interview

with the new Secretary of Health, Education

and

Welfare,

Mr.

Cohen,

where he was asked such questions as
"Would you lend your support or move
to see to it that every person, regard-

spective, lest we get panicky. Let me
just read this to you "It is an extraordinary era in which we live. It is altogether new, the world has seen nothing like it before, I will not pretend as
no one can pretend to discern the end.
But, everybody knows that the age is
remarkable for scientific research into the heavens, the earth and what is
beneath the earth. And, perhaps what
is more remarkable is the application
of the scientific research to the pursuit
of life. The ancients saw nothing like
it and the moderns have seen nothing
like it until the present generation. The
progress of the age has almost outstretched human belief." And, then,
Mr. Thiebolt explains that "Those
words were not spoken today but were

less of income, should be entitled to used in 1857, by Daniel Webster, when
higher education to the heights to he opened a new stretch of railroad
which he is intellectually able to go?" tracks in New Hampshire."
The temptation is great to tell you I
And, the response was "yes". "How
close are we now to that objective?" am impressed, for example, by the
Here again he refers to the increasing Dartmouth College computer installanumbers of undergraduates in our col- tion which serves Dartmouth and all
six million at the present time the colleges and universities in the
leges
and he believes that by 1975, there will area and, also, secondary schools. I
be about nine million people in college. just happen to have this as a sample
this is a very small co-educational
Then, he makes his commitment on
Federal financial aid of various kinds boarding school near Augusta, Maine.
subsidizing individuals as well as in- They are using computer instruction
and then when asked if he
hopes to promote any new directions
in Federal aid he said he hopes that future aid will have room for innovating.
stitutions

As far as facilities and equipment
Joe Shoben menare concerned

the question is what
tioned this
technology will do to us or for us to ac-

commodate numbers. Some of you
probably attended or saw notice of this
program sponsored by the American
"The ImManagement Association

pact of Education on Technology".
These things are being sponsored by

for example in freshman Math. in high
school. What does this do to us? What
does this do to our faculties when these
youngsters can come in with sophistication that exceeds that which we
have. Indeed, at Dartmouth, I am told

the faculty resisted the move toward
having every Dartmouth undergraduate exposed to some computer education. Then they finally, after resisting
a while, had to subject themselves to
learn something about this too, so that
the students wouldn't be so obviously
brighter or more advanced than they.

both business and educational estab- This is true. This is going to be a prob-

lishments . . .
Then there are these quotations from
an article in the "Syracusian" which

ought to be read because I think we

snould try to keep these things in per-

lem for faculty.

Then, of course, there is the Impact
which many of you have to anticipate
in the technical aspects of this. The
last I.B.M. report to stockholders re-
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ported that in 1964 they hired more
than 30,000 additional people in the

they are important. And, this is a twoway arrangement. As we know, the

Where are we going to find the people,

missions officer of one of our very se-

United States just to work with their student that comes through the twonew system No. 360. Since '64 more year college, and still wants to go on,
than 30,000 additional people just to and has proved his or her ability, is a
work with this ne,. technical advance! darn good bet. I speak as a former adadministrators, etc. to manage this? I lective men's liberal a:ts colleges in
worry about this. I will not requote sta- New England. This particular institutistics from the junior college factor tion is planning to establish a coordalone. It is appalling when you think inate college for women. At the moof needing 50,000 a year for ten years, ment it is thinking very seriously at
for new faculty, administrators, etc., the trustee, administrative and faculand, occasionally when you re- ty levels of starting, at least at the beceive a letter of application from a ginning, by admitting women only at
prospective teacher for teaching Eng- the third year. It is looking to a two-

lish (and this is a literal quote as I year program with the Master's dehave such a letter on a purple ditto gree, particularly in the social service
process) The fellow thinks he wants professions, such as teaching, etc.

to move up from a high school teach- This is the kind of positive, imaginaing position to teaching at a junior col- tive, cooperative endeavor which I see
lege. He says "I am in my forth year working very well. Also, I can see arthen there rangements whereby some of us take
of teaching." (forth)
on, in a kind of intern basis, promising
were some other things in this letter
well! It makes one think of the news young teachers. Let's say we have a
article regarding outstanding teachers young man from Williams working for
to hire and others to "promote". his Doctorate at Penn. and teaching
Things are happening, however, in the for us in the process. Upon the comnews and other literature and we come pletion of the Doctorate he may want
across all kinds of things, for exam- to go into Liberal Arts, college or uniple, appeals to teachers, teacher en- versity teaching. In the meantime he
richment, teacher training programs, provides us with some - --.., good
efforts by the Association of Colleges, teaching for a while and he gets some
University Schools of Teacher Educa- very good experience which he
tion, A.A.J.C.'s efforts and the efforts couldn't get at a larger institution. If
of Foundations, of course. Things are we can establish this kind of rapport

happening but we still need a lot of with the universities, we can get a
thought to be given to ways of doing, feed back that will be mutually very
ways of people.

beneficial.

I see competition between all of us
Another thing that has been menpublic, private, small and large, and tioned previously, at this excellent confor the most part of the large state ference, is the matter of both student
supported established universities. and faculty power. One of our great
Then, there will be competition for problems as I see it is to persuade our
good talent at the teacher and admin- faculty, in general, to face up to some
istrative level. I hope, as we look of these things as we do when we come
ahead, that one thing that we will do to a conference like this, to accept
is develop very carefully cooperation their responsibility and recognize the
between the various parts of the edu- drift. So many of them, in response to
cational establishment. That is why I student activism, are taking it as a
was pleased to see both of these reso- personal reproach. They are being
lutions adopted at this meeting. I think very resistant, they don't want to ad-

mit that the student has anything to
offer, and they complain to the president, the trustees, or the dean, anybody except they don't want to look
in the glass, to see the situation face
to face. This I really think is a very
serious problem that we have to work
through as we look ahead.

I want to call your attention to an
excellent article, in this bulletin of
Pace, which some of you may have
seen, on this subject of "Student Activism". It puts it very, very well into perspective by quoting Dick Sullivan as saying "in his judgment, the
Age of the College President has declined, that the Age of the Faculty
(which we are now in) is declining,
and we are already entering on the
threshold of the Age of the Student".
This has a good deal of significance
which administrators and faculty need
to accept. We need, too, to recognize
a shift in mores, new interrelation-

ships that are being built, and that

here we are working with an approach
to learning that is, as Dr. Shoben

pointed out, several decades out

of

date. How do we get our faculty to go
along with us? Sometimes I wonder
whether it is worse as an administrator to be more progressive and liberal than the faculty and suffer frustration, or to be more conservative and
have the faculty more progressive and
liberal. I don't know. I have never
seen the latter situation.
Now, private vs. public there's going to be competition for the dollar.
We see predictions that all colleges
will be free by 1970. Terry Ferrar in
the old Herald Tribune saw the necessary tuition rise for private education
seriously jeopardizing the choice which
students have. How much more is the
private college education worth? How
much more double taxation (in effect)
can parents pay? This whole business
of New York State Aid (I was glad to
see us pass that resolution this morning) is very significant to us all. Cer-
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tainly we are going to need support

from public funds if we are to continue
to do the kind of work that the private
college is freer to do
in innovation,
in experimentation, etc.
We in the U.S.A. are doing a great
job. Do you know that statistics show
that in England something like 5% of
high school graduates go to college,

Germany 8%, France 15%, U.S.S.R.
24%, and the U.S.A. 43%? No longer
do we see higher education as a privilege or luxury; it is something that
every young person has a right to expect. And, that is what we are in this
business to provide.

It seems to me as though all of us
suffer, though in various ways perhaps, from the so-called "image".

With a college like Cazenovia or Bennett, this is the persistance with which
we are called a "finishing school".
This we are NOT. The finishing school
served an excellent purpose in its time
and people just don't realize that we've
kW-, up with educational change. On
the other hand, we have the Community College. You've heard it referred to
as a "trade school", with equally
though opposite disdain, perhaps. They

are NOT trade schools. This persistance of the no longer true image is

something we have to overcome. Fortunately, we are succeeding in very
important circles. Foundations are
now coming to the American Association of Junior Colleges, asking if we
will take on some of their projects.
This has led into some really substantial grants now underway for work in
the inner city, a program for continuing education, for aid to developing institutions. There is a project now in operation among junior colleges exploring how they may further justify their
existence. I've already referred to international education. Junior colleges
can provide significantly for the training of leadership in this field. As you
well know, many of us are doing much
for foreign students now and we will
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do even more. May I remind you at
this point, that if you or your colleagues have ideas that are worthy of
support you should present them to Ed

Glasier or somebody at the universities who knows of the plans or programs in operation which will be able
to gear in these welcomed ideas.
Many of us need to follow the lead
of colleges like Colby in dealing with
certain problems in this case a community problem. You may know that
when Colby Junior College planned to
have Dick Gregory as a speaker,

towns people got up a petition trying
to get the college to cancel his appearance. The President and his public relations officer called a public meeting
and made a masterful presentation of
the importance of academic freedom
and its implications in the education
of college people. The College got an
excellent response not only from the

in perspective so intelligent choices
may be made.

May I comment on one final quotation? This is from a Newsweek story
which mentions that we are moving,
as we well know, into a period, the
main characteristic of which is change,
where there will be very little permanence. One person may have several
carers in a liftime. It refers, also,
to the comforts and time saving gadgets we are goin,g to have and, finally,
Newsweek concludes: "Abundance will
remove economic barriers; will pro-

vide for the sick and the infirm. No
one will be looked upon as outcasts.
The young will study longer. Women
will have a true choice, not just an
economically dictated one because of
the work involved. But, none of this
can happen automatically. Through

computors and automated machines
that perform wonders, Herculean
concerned community people but, also, tasks, humans decide what those
from the press and other media. There tasks will be. Thus automation experts
are going to be many situations when will pinpoint what may be the ultimate
all of us in the colleges are going to challenge of automation". And, I've inhave to take clear, public stands on serted here: "the challenge of automathe ticklish issues that seem to arise tion and of education". "The big probalmost daily on one compus or anoth- lem is to decide what on earth you
want to do because you can do it". So,
er.

Finally, we have to concede the fact
that, as Dr. Kirkbride noted last night,
by 1980 or '85, or sometime thereafter,
work is going to be an inconsequential

part of the life of every American.
Most of us will be spending much,
much less time earning a living than

well, as Lucy said to Charlie Brown

"you're mediocre, mediocre, mediocre". And, Charlie said, "That's O.K.

as long as I'm above average". You

and I know that above average or just
average will not do. As I see it, the col-

lege of the past was festooned with
quietly growing ivy, but today's colin just living. The implications of this lege is in the full sense a community
for all of us in education are tremen- colleges, in the full sense of communidous and we've got to start and start ty, meeting very pragmatic, urgent,
soon in presenting to young people, demands right now. We must very,

and people of all ages opportunities to very soon get on top of the present as
develop certain standards of values, our first step into the future. We must
getting away from what Art Buchwald incorporate the best of the past with
calls the Bonnie and Clyde standards the best of the present. We have tO mix
of American culture and developing in in a very large dose of that magic inthem sensitivity to some of the prob- gredient which brings happiness. This
lems that might have brought this is our major task and I commend you
about. Our role is to put these things to this work.
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PANEL I
FACULTY INVOLVEMENT
IN COLLEGE GOVERNANCE

tutions to bring their own practices in-

AND POLICY MAKING
By CHARLES E. BENNETT

ior colleges, with guidance in establishing their policies and practices. It
should be said that the statement refrains from specifying procedures for
faculty participation out of a respect
for the pluralistic character of American higher education and an awareness that every college is to some de-

Cazenovia

Let me first of all make clear that
I was invited here as an individual and

to a closer approximation to the best
models and in providing newly emergin,g colleges, the majority of them jun-

not as a representative of any group
and let me make clear also that it is
only for myself that I speak.
I do not propose to argue the right gree unique. The AAUP, the American
and the merit of faculty participation Council on Education and the Associain the governance of colleges. I cannot tion of Governing Boards have done
believe that there are any here so un- higher education a substantial service,
enlightened as to need persuading that a service which may well, over the
haul, equal in value that perthe famlty has both the right and the long
formed by the AAUP in promulgating

responsibility to participate in the governance of colleges. American higher
education has long recognized the role
of the faculty in governance, and it is
no coincidence that the most respected institutions are those where the participation of the faculty is both broad

the 1940 statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
The question then is not whether faculties should participate but how they
may most effectively participate. Be-

fore attempting to answer that quesand vigorous. I think few will chal- tion it is necessary that we consider
lenge me when I assert that the good the degree and character of faculty
health of a college
junior college or participation. The sponsors of the joint
university
is directly related to the statement on government assign to the
degree to which its faculty participate faculty "primary responsibility for
in the governance of the institution. It such fundamental areas as curricu-

was certainly that belief that moved lum, subject matter and methods of

the American Association of Universi-

instruction, research, faculty status
ty Professors, the American Council and those aspects of student life which
on Education, and the Association of relate to the educational process." The
Governing Boards of Universities and sponsors make clear that when they
Colleges to issue jointly, in 1966, their speak of faculty status as a primary
"Statement on Government of Colleges responsibility of the faculty, they inand Universities." Their intention in clude appointments, reappointments,
adopting that statement was not to ad- decisions not to reappoint, promotions,
vocate a revolution in the methods by the granting of tenure, and dismissals.
which institutions of higher education They also include the determination of
are governed
I'm sure that none of policies and procedures governing salthose sponsoring associations is much ary increases. In all the areas which
inclined to revolutionary activity
are primarily the concern of the facbut to codify the principles of govern- ulty, the sponsors assert that "the govance which have had the approval of erning board and president should . . .
practice and opinion. The sponsoring concur with the faculty judgment exassociations believed that such a codi- cept in rare instances ,and for compelfication of established principles would ling reasons which should be stated in
be useful in encouraging laggard insti- detail." Further, in addition to the
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areas in which the faculty has pri-

may be accomplished, first, through
mary responsibility, the faculty shares the faculty evidencing a commitment
responsibility with other elements of to its role in the governance of the colthe college community for the general lege by its willingness to bear the bureducational policy of the college, the den of responsibility; and, second,
framing and execution of long range
supporting the senate in the
plans, decisions regarding existing or through
maintenance
of a vigorous dialogue
prospective physical resources (plant),
with
its
partners
in the governance of
the allocation of the financial resources among competing demands, the college. On a campus where there
and the selection of presidents .and is such a senate, a local chapter of the
academic officers including depart- AAUP may be valuable as a means of
ment chairmen. I may add at this rallying support for the senate by helppoint, though it should be needless, ing to educate the faculty to its responthat the promulgation of the joint sibilities. This role of the AAUP chapstatement has not terminated the ter is probably of particular imporAAUP's concern. The promotion ev- tance in the junior college where, at
erywhere in higher education of the the present time, a significant portion
recognition and implementation of of the faculty are new to higher educathese principles is the policy and pro- tion by virtue of their having either
gram of the AAUP. We may hope that only recently entered the profession or
the AAUP will be as successful in pro- recently made the transition from high
tecting the rights of faculty to share in school to college teaching. No graduate
the governance of colleges as it has course is likely to have prepared a
been in its defense of academic free- young instructor for his responsibilities as a governor of a college; nor is
dom.
a high school teacher's experience of
But I left a question =answered: school governance likely to have pre-

how is the faculty to secure recognition for its role where that recognition
is lacking and how is it to exercise its
responsibility where that responsibility is acknowledged? The answers to
both parts of that question are the
same

through the faculty senate. By
faculty senate I mean, in the case of a
small institution, the faculty meeting
together; in the case of a larger institution, a committee of faculty elected
by their colleagues; in the case of a
university system, it might well be a
council of elected representatives from
each of the component units of the system as with the present SUNY Senate.
All the prerogatives and responsibili-

pared him to be a college governor.

While such an educational endeavour

may be a primary role of a local
AAUP chapter, it should not be the

only role. A local chapter may also
serve as a forum where faculty may

brainstorm'free of the procedural dis-

cipline of the senate and free, too,
from any anxiety about premature
public commitment.

These sessions

may have the effect of crystallizing
faculty opinion and from them may

emerge specific proposals which may
then be addressed to the senate for disposition. My own chapter at Cazenovia
College has served both these purposes
effectively. Allow for my bias as a
ties of the faculty in the governance past president of the chapter whatevof the academic institution may be
er way you will, the Chapter has had
and should be
within the cognizance its accomplishments. I would cite one
of the senate.
instance: after discussion of the faculWhere there is a vital senate, wha`,- ty's responsibility to participate in the
ever it be termed, the effort of the selection of a president and academic
faculty should be to strengthen it. That dean, the Chapter formulated a state-
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ment of procedures to be followed in
selecting those officers: The effect of
those procedures is to guarantee that
neither the faculty nor the governing
board can foist upon the other a president or an academic dean who is unacceptable to the other

governing

partner. The proposal was forwarded
by the Chapter to our version of a faculty senate and from there to the governing board by whom it was approved without so much as the insertion or deletion of a comma.
But to return to those ailing institutions which have either no faculty senate or one that is moribund. What of
them? As teachers we should know
the answer. The prescription for this
ill is education. The faculty must educate itself as to its responsibilities and
must then educate the administration
and the governing board; those latter
must be made aware of the benefits
which will accrue to the institution as
a result of their admitting the faculty

to the role in the governance of the

My case, then, is simply put: a
strong faculty senate is the appropri-

ate and most effective agency through

which a faculty may exercise its re-

sponsibilities in the governance of the
college. No agency external to the college, and that includes the AAUP, can

represent the faculty half as well as
the faculty can represent itself. Ex-

ternal agencies may, however, contrib-

ute to the support of the senate and
should be valued in accordance with
the support they give. By that measure, I believe the AAUP to be an asset
to be valued on any campus.
But what is special about the AAUP?

some other organization
serve as well, or perhaps better, than

Would not

the AAUP? A union perhaps, that was
willing to bargain collectively with the
administration on behalf of the faculty and that was willing to take a more
militant stance than the AAUP? In a
word, No!

Try to imagine the United Auto

formulating a statement
college to which tradition and qualification entitle it. A local chapter of the which said that the employees of GenAAUP, in those circumstances, may eral Motors had a primary right to debe a very effective educational instru- termine what the corporation should
ment. It may serve as a means of fo- manufacture, what methods of manucusing faculty concern and may serve, facturing should be used, and which
Workers

in the absence of .a healthy faculty cars should be certified as marketasenate, as a voice of the faculty, a bk.:. Imagine further that the state-

ment claimed that employees had the
right to select, promote and dismiss
a voice that may well be heard, for other employees. Imagine that the
its voice is given added timbre by the statement claimed .a right for the emfact that, when it speaks for faculty ployees to share in the determination
prerogatives in the governance of the of the general policy of the corporacollege, it speaks with the support of tion, the development and execution of
voice inviting a dialogue with the administration and the board. And it is

the national association. I may add future plans, the expenditure of inthat it is my understanding that the come, and the selection of the presiAssociation is ready to provide any dent and officers of the corporation.

Now further imagine the Auto Workance in formulating procedures for ers' proposal endorsed by the Chamfaculty participation in governance ap- ber of Commerce and the National Aspropriate to that college and even, if sociation of Manufacturers. If you can
the situation requires, representing the imagine all that, you have a better
interests of the faculty to the adminis- imagination than I. Such a state of affairs is beyond the wildest dreams of
tration and board of governors.
chapter

or college

with assist-
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trade unionist and yet that is the situ-

faculty status

fallacy in the arguments of the union-

Obviously that areas is to be reserved
to the union. What it is suggested we
should have is a division of faculty responsibility between the senate and the
union. The senate would represent the
academic interests of the faculty and
the union the economic. I suggest that
such a division of authority does represent a subversion of the senate and
I suggest further more that it will not
work. Academic and economic concerns are not separable. Is the use to
be made of graduate assistants on academic or an economic concern? Is
the sabbatical leave policy an academic or an economic concern? Is teacher
work load an academic or an economic concern? Clearly the distinction is
not viable. If there is a division of responsibility between the senate and a
union the result must be a collision of
the two. In that collision it is the senate that will come off second best for
the prerogatives of a union which has
been granted exclusively as a bargain-

appointment and dis-

ation that prevails in higher educa- missal, promotion and tenure
an
tion. Our inability to imagine such a area clearly assigned to the faculty by
state of affairs in industry reveals the the joint statement on government.
ists. They are attempting to impose

upon institutions of higher education a
pattern which, to be sure, has worked
well enough in industry but which has

no appropriateness in higher educa-

1

tion. The distinction between management and employees does not apply to
administrators and faculty. The proof
that it does not is the statement sponsored jointly by the AAUP, the American Council on Education, and the Association of Governing Boards. Yet it
is this mythical distinction which the
unionists would impose; they would
substitute for the cooperative sharing
of responsibility by administration and
faculty an adversary relationship, the
effect of which must be to undermine

the faculty's role in our colleges and
universities. I can think of few things
more inimical to the interests of either
the faculty or higher education. The
unionist may protest that the situation
that I describe is an ideal, that it does
not exist. Ah, but it does. True, it may
not exist universally but it does exist
at our best colleges. And it should exist at all. Equality of educational opportunity for all Americans is an
ideal; it has not been universally realized. But rather than that being a reason for abandoning the ideal, it is rather a reason for our rededicating ourselves to it. Just so with faculty gov-

ing agent are protected by law; the
law does not recognize those of the

faculty senate.

The AATJP believes that the faculty
ought to represent itself and be its own

bargaining agent and urges that the
faculty senate perform those functions.

in those rare cases where a faculty

senate does not exist or cannot effectively function, then the AAUP is willThe unionists may further protest ing to present itself as the best qualithat they have no desire to undermine fied bargaining agent. Among its prithe faculty's role, that they are, in mary objectives as a bargaining agent
be the creation and invigoration
fact, committed to the support of the will
faculty senate. One spokesman for a of a faculty senate to the end that the
union has allowed that his union senate may, at an appropriate time,
wishes them "to be invested with com- become, in place of the AAUP chapplete authority in the area of curricu- ter, the representative of and bargainlum, scholarship and student activi- ing agent for the faculty.
ties." One cannot help but note the
In the end it is to our own faculties
omission from the list of the area of that we must turn rather than to the
ernance.

-

;

-

_
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intervention of outside agencies. The
AAUP warns us that we "should be es-

faculty self-government is the AAUP.

If we feel the need for external suppecially concerned to avoid depend- port, and well we may, let us turn to
ence on external representative agen- the AAUP whose qualification is unimcies that diminish the opportunities for peachable, but let us look first to our
faculty self-government." The only or- own resources
they may be greater
ganization that I know whose effect is than we realize.
not to diminish the opportunities for
To the communalist the good life in
Academe is to be obtained by drastically reducing the power and influence
of the corrupting governing bodies and
administration. Putting it in positive
ISRAEL GLASSER
terms,
the faculty must be restored to
NYCCC
its former sovereign position. Some
The elusive golden mean is as diffi- clerks and technicians would be needcult to attain in the domain of faculty ed to take care of the routine chores
involvement in college governance and but they would be servants and not
policy making as it is in other areas of masters of the academic community.
human activity. Difficult though it may
The machinery for executing faculty
be, it is my view that the golden mean made
policy is simple enough to be
is nevertheless the objective to which handled by non-professionals. There
is
we must strive.
a striking similarity between this apThe location of this golden mean lies proach and the approach of the Jacksomewhere between the views of the sonian Democrats to American govtwo groups whom I shall call the com- ernment over a century ago.
munalists and the instrumentalists.
On the opposite extreme from the
The position of the communalists communalists are the instrumentalists.
draws inspiration from a number of The instrumentalists draw their inspirsn,irces. However, what best charac- ation from the systems analysts, modterizes this broad grouping is a mix- ern administrative management exture of a democratic ideology, a hu- perts, and master planners. In the inmanist and anti-authoritarian outlook strumentalists' vocabulary one enon life and the social contract theory counters such terminology as: manof Jean Jacques Rousseau. Basically power needs, capital budgets, master
the communalist sees the college as a plans, coordination, cost-performance
community, one that arose from the standards, and public service. While
banding together of scholars who were these suggest a feeling tone of authorifree men seeking the advantages of tarian efficiency, I do not mean to say
group life. The medieval university that the instrumentalists reject decould easily serve as a symbol of that mocracy. Rather, they accept the realpure community. It follows, therefore, ity that our highly specialized and
that the modern college would be complex society requires the bureauviewed as a corruption from the won- cratic mode of organization and direcdrous era when scholars controlled tion. The instrumentalists see higher
their own destinies without the inter- education as a sub-system of the largvention of Trustees, Regents, Chancel- er of our society. The college as part
lors, Presidents, -provosts and Deans. of a larger system is assigned inputs
THE GOLDEN MEAN 'FOR FACULTY
PARTICIPATION IN COLLEGE
GOVERNANCE
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such as money, and brain power, and
in turn is expected to produce socially valuable outputs such as trained
personnel and advances in technology.
The instrumentalist's concern with
how each college is related to the subsystem of higher education and ultimately how higher education is related to the general social structure
causes him to attempt to integrate
higher education into the general order much as he would integrate a hospital sub-system or a transportation
sub-system. With this as a point of de-

parture it is understandable that the

instrumentalist prefers to have the definition of broad policy for the college

dicators of academic potential. Clearly, public policy in this half of the 20th
century is committed to widening opportunities in higher education to students of average or even below average academic attainment. In general

it is the public community colleges
which have been assigned the task of
extending opportunity to the median
academic achiever and those in the

lower end of the socio-economic spec-

trum. Many of us here have often

heard our colleagues sigh for the adoption of student admissions policies
which would subvert these very objectives for which public community colleges have been created. The commu-

come more from the imperatives of nalist prescription that faculty be althan lowed to formulate all policy would
from those of the micro-structure (the thus facilitate a disregard of the pubcollege and its faculty). Power to de- lic interest. Similar problems could
the macro-structure (society)

termine policy should therefore be
more logically placed in the hands of
Regents, Trustees, and college admin-

arise in formulating policies on the relative distribution between career and

liberal arts transfer programs in the
istrations who are either already ori- public community colleges and the
ented to the

question of converting community colleges into four year colleges.
The instrumentalist approach also
has its limitations. The detailed involvement of boards of trustees in
matters of student dress and decorum
or their prescribing specific courses in
curriculums could be cited as illustrapation in college governance would re- tions of the instrumentalist view carsult in the virtual negation of impor- ried to undesirable extremes. The coltant insights of the other. As an advo- lege is, after all, a community in which
cate of the golden mean I would seek students and faculty live an important
to optimize the realization of the posi- portion of their lives. Those immeditive values of both polar views. The re- ately affected by the teaching-learning
sort to two illustrations might serve to atmosphere are probably best situated
clarify this viewpoint.
to define the optimum conditions in
Admissions policy in public commu- such matters as dress and decorum.
nity colleges left .entirely in the hands As far as specific course requirements
of individual college faculties (as are concerned, the faculty is in better
might be advanced by staunch com- equipped by virtue of professional exmunalists) could easily result in the perience to make these educational deabandonment of important contem- cisions than the trustees or their agents.
porary social objectives. Each faculty
The extreme communalist view of
could easily adopt a "high standards" "all power the faculty" is unacceptaapproach that would seek to enroll the ble in this day and age. It fails to take
"best" students, using the standard in- proper account of the responsibility of
macro-structural ap-

proach or can be brought into line as
the public policy requires.
The position taken by each group,
communalist and instrumentalist, is
logical and internally consistent. Yet
the adoption of either one as the entire
basis for determining faculty partici-
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the college to the society which nourishes and sustains it. In a democratic
society the organs of government are

the legitimate articulators of public
policy.

On the other extreme, the instrumentalist view of the college as simply another social service to be integrated with the overall bureaucratic
mechanism must also be rejected. This

view fails to take into account the

fact that the normal techniques of control which work well in certain areas
do not operate with the same degree
of efficiency in the realm of intellect.
The qualitative aspects of college out-

the social order. In a democratic
society the college's functions and
objectives must be determined by

the representative authorities of

that society.
2. The college has special needs that

must be recognized if it is to effectively discharge its obligations
to the social order. One of the
most important of these needs is
an atmosphere which maximizes
voluntarism. This is best achieved
by enlisting the energies and talents of the faculty in making policy within the broad mandates of
the college.

puts are far more important than the
What are the implications of golden
quantitative. Hence the techniques of
To those who represent the
measuring outputs are not so easily mean?
public
interest
(Regents, Trustees,
applied as in other areas of public conLegislatures,
and
Central administracern. While one can measure the numtions)
it means avoiding over-control
ber of student-hours of lecture providin
those
policy areas in which the faced, it is not so easy to measure the inspired and inspiring lectures. Nor can ulty has an expertise to offer. It re-

one measure too readily the individual quires the exercise of good judgement
professor's out-of-the-class advice and in authorizing structures of faculty
counsel to students, a function that is self-government that will demonstrate
of critical value to the individual stu- confidence in the faculty's professiondent and to the educational program al opinions. This is essential first as a
of the college. It is in precisely these means of encouraging the fullest use of
the competence residing in the faculty.
qualitative areas that some of the bu- Secondly,
it is a means for developing
reaucratic controls ordinarily effective in other areas prove to be either in the faculty a responsibility for relatunavailable or unavailing in the col- ing its insights to broader social goals.
does not mean that governing
leges. The general acceptance of the This
bodies
should abandon their legal
principles of academic freedom and
faculty tenure sharply reduce the num- trusts to direct the colleges in accordber of coercive techniques that can be ance with the socially defined goals.
used to command performance in high- It does, however, imply the need for
er education. Even if more coercive some humility in governing bodies.
authority were condoned, how could it The reoognition" -Of the governing bodbe used to command creativity, en- ies' own fallibility and their concession
thusiasm, sensitivity to human needs that faculties are excellent resources
and commitment to the values of for determining the most appropriate
educational means to the socially descholarship?
termined
ends might be a good startThe golden mean in faculty partici- ing point in the development of that
pation in college governance and poli- humility. Restraint in the use of the
cy making must be predicated on the decisive powers of purse and legal auacceptance of the following twin prop- thority by governing bodies is recomositions:
mended when in dealing with faculty
1. The college is an integral part of positions that differ from their own.
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Raw power used too often will dry up from its specialized concern with the
the well springs of voluntarism so es- complex art-science of college adminsential to the attainment of the excel- istration. A good administration can
lence we all seek to achieve in our col- add a very substantial increment to
leges.
the efforts of a faculty by prudent
Most of all, the legal governors of management and inspired leadership.
our colleges must avoid the worst A poor administration, it should be
practice of all, the hypocritical stance added by way of balance can demoralof creating paper structures of faculty ize what would otherwise be an excelpower but tolerating a cynical manipu- lent institution. My counsel to college
lation of ,administrative power to stifle faculties is this: avoid the rhetoric of
the legitimate expression of faculty class warfare with the administration
views. This stance unfortunately is toc always cast as the villain and the facoften an appealing one to the authori- ulty as the good guys. More productive
tarian governing boards and adminis- would be the effective utilization of
trations who have learned to employ faculty organs for continuous surveilthe shibboleths of faculty participation lance and review of administrative
Malad ministration
in college governance without a cor- performance.
should
be
identified
and corrective recresponding commitment to the practice. This is the surest way to alienate ommendations made by a concerned
faculty. It would not be remiss to aca faculty.
What does the golden mean suggest cord an administration which is doing
in the way of guides to the faculty? a good job the reward of a figurative
Foremost it means that the faculty grade of A from the faculty.
The faculty must insist on organs of
must accept the notion that the college
does not belong to it alone. So long as faculty government that provide it
the college looks for resources from with an effective forum to discuss colthe general society to support fair sal- lege problems and to formulate poliaries, decent physical facilities, and cies that effect the educational proadequate equipment it is not reasona- gram of the college.
ble to expect complete faculty autonIn those areas where the faculty inomy in managing the affairs of the col- terests as employees of the college are
lege.
involved, the faculty should be free to
Once faculty members accept the select means that it feels are appropriidea they can not alone control the des- ate to its needs. Implicit is the recipritiny of their college they must be pre- cal obligation of the governing body of
pared to accept the principle that they the college to deal no less forthrightly
have no inherent right to change the with representatives of faculty employbasic purposes of the college through ees as it would with building service
the organs of faculty government. This employees or clerical employees of the
is not to deny to them as citizens of the college.
general community the right to redeHaving prescribed the need for balfine the purposes of the college by re- ance between the extremes of the comcourse to established methods and munalists on the one hand and the inchannels.

The faculty must recognize that the
college administration has an indispensable role to play in the management of the college; that the administration qua administration has insights
into college management that flow

strumentalists on the other I should,
in all fairness, acknowledge that the
golden mean is not a precise formula

for the distribution of power to govern
the college. Rather than a formula the

golden mean is an attitude toward

power. I should also acknowledge that
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honest men could disagree in their interpretations of how to apply the golden mean in specific situations. Indeed,
I would be prepared to accept the notion that in different circumstances
there should be substantial differences
in the distribution of power. For example, in older colleges with well established traditions, well defined objectives and stable faculties wider reign
should be given to faculties in college
governance. Newer colleges or those
whose basic objectives are in the proc-

ess of redefinition would probably be
better served by a power distribution
that places more initiativc and control
in administrative hands.
The important point is that the
search for the golden mean should be

FACULTY INVOLVEMENT IN
COLLEGE GOVERNANCE AND
POLICY MAKING

of policy. This frequently meant the selection of course titles, textbooks,

RUDOLPH A. LAWTON
National Education Association

Any discussion concerning the role
of the Faculty in college governance
must consider why this is a topic of
discussion at all. The traditional college or university has been, at least
on the surface, a community of scholars each expressing a great deal of respect not necessarily for each other
or for each other's discipline, but rather for the fact each one had a discipline in which he could be considered
expert.

We may never
achieve the golden mean in college
a

continuous one.

governance any more than we can at-

tain "the truth", but the striving toward it will lead to a closer approximation of the ideal.

guest lectures, control over student
grading and the like. To some degree

it would appear that by mere pres-

ence and default some faculties took
over and set their institutions' standards of admission, graduation, class
load, initial appointment, tenure, sabbatical leave, etc. However, what became traditional in many established
institutions, though comforting to some

faculty members, seldom if ever be-

came de jure as well as de facto.

There was always the possibility that
the board of trustees or the administration could at any time overturn
what had been a treasured possession
of the faculty.

Admittedly such a possibility was
remote
be virtue of the presence of
according to the rules, the first of
which was getting the P.H.D. so as to many highly respected scholars who
Such a community played the game

make oneself acceptable to the frater- over a period of time had drawn unto
nity. Another rule was that of acquies- themselves the power and security
cence to the will of the power struc- that accompanies age, scholarship and
ture of the institution. Although this competenc e.
rule was sometimes broken by sporadAlthough opinions differ about the
ic forays into the area of academic economic status of the academic comfreedom, usually on some abstract munity of 10 or 15 years ago it seems
and cosmic subject, nevertheless the that the intangible of "professional
basic function of the faculty member status" was sufficient to make a meetof the scheme of things remained the ing such as we are attending today
same.

Another rule was that

highly improbable.
of semi-re-

We are discussing the topic now and

quired participation in the formulation

it is important to us now because we
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are in a new and different era of higher education. Higher education is everyone's province. More Americans
than ever are demanding a college de-

gree. Regardlss of what we think a
college education does for a student
and the nation, one fact remains clear.

It produces wealth both for the individual as for the society. However, it
now costs more and revenues are now
being demanded in large quantities
from sources which to this time have
been either untapped or lightly tapped.

We now need large numbers

of

buildings, laboratories, machines, professors and administrators. To fill the
need for personnel we have recruited
from industry, secondary schools, gov-

ernment, labor, .and from any other

available soLrce. We have obtained so
many new people in the past ten or fif-

teen years that we have "new-lined"
the old line institutions and created

many new ones completely free of traditional ways of doing things.

The demand for professional serv-

demic that he probably never had it
so good in terms of compensation,
available employment opportunities,
and prestige. At the same time, faculty-administration tensions in institutions of ,higher education appear to
have increased.

The paradox of affluence and unrest
may be explained by several factors.
Thus, the improvement in the status
and well-being of the college professor probably has been accompanied
by a more rapid rise in his expectations.

This phenomenon

is

well

known in underdeveloped nations
and seems to apply to under-developed professions as well. In many institutions, the notion of professional-

ism is a polite fiction. With the rise
in status .and the expansion of opportunities, many faculty members
now demand the full prerogatives of
professionalism. This means that
professors, like members of other
professions, seek direct participation

ices has risen much faster than the

in the formulation of the policies and
rules that govern their performance.

there has been a strain put on the

In addition, however, to the professor's desire to exercise his professionalism in the need for his security as an

supply of quality professors. Two effects of this are that on the one hand

need for maintaining standards and on

the other that there are now jobs for

employee. Most college professors canvirtually everyone who is qualified. In not afford the luxury of being a "prospite of the availability of jobs we fessional under contract" with no
hear of "unrest on the campus" and guarantees as to condition of work,
even an occasional faculty strike. Pro- standards of successful performance,
fessor Arnold R. Weber reported 1) criteria for promotion, and the kind of
last year on the phenomena as follows: salary which would insure his economic position in those periods when he
Causes of Unrest
would not be "under contract". ToWhat are the causes of current fac- day's professor, unless he is single,
ulty unrest on the campus? In this free to move about the country and not
respect, the field studies confirm the much interested in building a career in
professor's view of himself as a one place wants to be assured of a job
unique individual. In conventional which has reasonably good conditions
labor-management situations, work- for professional service, salaries comer discontent is associated with pe- mensurate with preparation and exriods of adversity. In contrast, fac- perience, opportunities fo -. advanceulty dissatisfaction is clearly a child ment, and freedom from arbitrary or
of growth and affluence. It is appar- capricious actions of administrators
ent to even the most monastic aca- and boards of trustees.
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I) Weber, Arnold R. "Academic Negotiating
Academics to College
Bargaining"
22 Nat. Conf. AAMF
3-6-'67

Paradoxically my own contacts with
college personnel have shown me that
in spite of the availability of positions

and in spite of the desires of professors to have .a voice in policy making,
there is an overpowering cautiousness

ble such a position must be actively
sought by the faculty organized for

that purpose. We also support and

work for laws that will make such faculty recognition possible.
The NEA believes that the faculties
of colleges and universities should assume their rightful role in those areas

where they have an interest and experience. Those areas should include

or fear which beset the faculties of the following:

many campuses. This fear is often
well justified since many attempts at
organizing by professor for faculty
participation in decision making have
been met by administrativ.e or board

reprisal in the form of threats of denial of increments, promotions, summer school assignments or even tenure.
The cautiousness or fear is in no way
reduced by the fact that there are

many jobs available. The individual at

this time is unimpressed by national

statistics since his job may be in jeopardy and he does not want to take that
teaching position in Iowa or West Virginia. He reacts understandably as an
employee to whom job seculity is important.

Given then the need for employee
security and the assumption that the

A. EDUCATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES:
Admission standards, curricula
content,
degree
requirements,
grading standards, standards for
academic freedom, standards for
student conduct and discipline, procedures for the appointment of de-

partment chairmen, deans and the

president.

B. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION:

Appointments, promotion and tenure, courses assignments, work
schedules, work loads, allocation of

office space, secretarial help, procedures for handling complaints
and grievances.
C. ECONOMIC ISSUES:

Budget development, faculty salaries, fringe benefits, sabbatical
professor should be able to contribute
leaves, building, libraries, departhis knk,wledge and judgement to the
mental allocations, summer and
overall goals of his college, it becomes
extension employment.
necessary to find some means to insure these ends.
D. PUBLIC ISSUES AS THEY AFThe National Education Association
FECT THE FACULTY:
advocates the procedures of ProfesEducation for disadvantaged misional Negotiations between faculty
nority groups, and political interrepresentatives and those who have
ference in the operating of the inthe authority to set policy. In addition,
stitution.
we support the idea of a formalized
grievance procedure and the use of ap- E. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROpeal procedures through designated
CEDURES FOR FACULTY REPeducational channels when agreement
RESENTATION:
cannot be reached.
The NEA advocates a de jure as well

as a de facto position of equality for
faculties. We believe that where possi-

Faculty should be involved in the
determination of such procedures.
The NEA believes that the ultimate
condition of

faculty negotiations
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should be the mutual sharing of the
governance of college or universi-

ty affairs based on law or written
agreement and free from the adversary relationship which so often
appear in bargaining in the private

kind of climate needed for a free
and secure faculty dedicated not
only to the success of their profes-

sion, but also to the success oi2 their

students in their pursuit of knowledge, maturity, truth and justice.
sector. At present all elements of
The NEA commends those administhe academic community have trators and boards of trustees who
some responsibility for enacting the have had the foresight to enter into
kind of legal machinery which will agreements with their faculties, but
make the concept of shared respon- the NEA also advises those who would
sibility a reality. Administrative thwart the truly professional aspira-

staffs and boards of trustees have tions of their faculties that they do a
it within their power to effect the great disservice both to the profession
changes which will guarantee the and the ideal of democratic education.
FACULTY GOVERNANCE AND
POUCY-MAKING

CATHERINE A. NOYES

(Fashion Institute of Techno/ogy)

implements policies established by itself and by the union. The one supple-

ments the other. Committees of the

Association are specifically mentioned

in the union contract; union policies
are specifically mentioned in the by-

The composition of this panel sug- laws; some faculty members serve
gests clearly that FIT is represented on committees of both union chapter
because of its special situation. Mr. and
Association;
communication
Kugler speaks for the UFCT, Mr. Glasser for the Legislative Conference, Mr.

among participants is assured.
While it is obvious that FIT faculty
Bennett for the AAUP, and Mr. Keck have been deeply concerned with the
for the NEA. The fifth wheel obvious- question of faculty governance and
ly speaks as a faculty member of the policy-making, it is equally obvious
one public community college in New that we are rank beginners beside
York City which is not a part of many of you who have been working
CUNY; a college which was created for years within smoothly functioning
by an industry, not an educational hi- organizations. I propose, therefore, to
erarchy; and a college which although leave details for your questions and I
a part of SUNY had no faculty organi- hope suggestions, and to present two
zation until recently, other than an in- points only: the first, a generalization
active AAUP chapter. Last October about the power to act, and the second
FIT secured within twenty-four hours a summary of four practical realities
both a signed contract bargained for which we have found must be faced if
by the UFCT and an authorized set of the power to act is to become effecbylaws establishing a Faculty Associ- tive.
ation independent of state or national
The power to govern themselves and
organizations. The UFCT chapter is to create major educational policies is
concerned with securing conditions un- automatically assumed for many facder which all FIT faculty, whether un- ulties in the liberal arts tradition. This
ion members or not, can contribute power can operate dramatically, as it
best to the educational purposes of the did at one of the seven institutions in
college. The Association establishes which I have served. A clique comthe organizational machinery which posed of two or three administrators
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and a few power-hungry faculty mem- as colleagues are treated like employbers attempted to block progressive ees, for their administrators
may nevchange. The clique was voted down
er
have
heard
of
a
university
as a
after open and democratic discussion
community
of
scholars
or if they
why? Because colleagues trusted
the judgment and good faith of the ma- have, may feel such a notion has no
jority. All were equal colleagues, en- relevance to the community college
titled to one vote each, in an enterAdministrators who turn loyprise based on principles shared by concept.
all, and instructors and major admin- al colleagues into adversaries by deistrators voted together. Unfortunate- cisions which violate academic freely, however, few two-year colleges dom or individual rights have to be opand with power. Administrahave so firmly established and taken- posed
tive
intransigence
has provoked on at
for-granted a tradition of faculty autonomy. Many are responsible to com- least one New York campus the kind
munity and state controlling bodies; of union activity which is openly defiothers may have inherited paternalis- ant. Collective bargaining is not nectic attitudes from generous founders. essarily belligerent; where good faith
For most two-year colleges, those who has been present unions have a long
hold the power to govern are not the and honorable history. Their chief concern on college campuses is with workfaculty.
ing
conditions, and their help is sadly
We do not need to point a finger at needed
where paternalism has alanyone, but I do plead that we talk lowed injustices
to persist. An adminisfrankly. If we claim, and we do, that
tration which reacts to the word unfaculty governance is newly signifi- ion
as if were synonymous with viocant, that faculty militancy is grow- lence,
strikes, and irresponsible uses
ing, surely the reason must be that of power
creating its own problems,
past governance has been less than for unionsisare
definitely in the twoideal? Why, then, do we not say boldly that many presently governing bod- year college future. (See Harry A.
ies have failed to use their power wise- Marmion, "Unions and Higher EducaThe Educational Record, Vol.
ly
to keep pace with change, to plan tion,"
49,
No.
1, Winter, 1968, p. 45.) Such an
with student needs paramount, to tap
administration would be well advised
the ideas and insights of their teach- to
work toward creating an atmosing faculty? Curiously, much of what phere
of cooperation among colis spoken or written about faculty govleagues, and can best do by making
ernance concerns itself with organiza- sure that a freely electedsorepresentation and theory only, seldom with the tive body of faculty
can function well
need to win power from hands relucwhether
it
is
a
senate,
a council, an
tant to let it go. We rarely mention ac- association, or a chapter of
one of the
tual power
the power of administra- nation-wide professional bodies
repretions which may give lip-service to fac- sented on this panel.
ulty participation but find it hard to would do well, also, Administrators
speak out
share the power they have so long en- against public ignorancetowhen
necesjoyed.
sary. How many administrators deFaculty have an obligation here. pendent upon legislative appointment
When the administrators of an educa- will comment publicly, I wonder, on
tional institution look upon instructors the remark made by a governor's aide
as colleagues, the faculty have earned and printed in the May issue of Harthat judgment. It is unfortunately true per's that teachers "are all secondthat many who deserve to be judged raters" in a second-rate profession?
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How many will let their faculties know
that they disavow such an opinion?
Faculty have a real task before
them. We are prone to say in tones of
moral outrage, "I'll fight for my
rights!" Should we not instead be demonstrating how a nine-hour class sched-

ule can benefit students, community,
and college? The patient merit of the
docile schoolmami who built our educational system at too great a personal cost is no longer relevant, but
neither is the sound and fury of the agitator. The self-proclaimed adversary
risks losing the right to be recognized
as a colleague.

How then is faculty governance to
win more than lip-service from those
with long-established habits of unilateral decision? By effective proof that
only those in daily contact with students can keep the focus of community college education where it ought to
on the student and the communibe
ty rather than on building programs
and public relations. By slow attrition
of the "we've always done it that way"

mentality. By insistence that representation on policy-making

commit-

from Marshall McLuhan's on down,

but here I intend the simplest meaning of all
keeping others informed
of what we are doing, thinking, saying,

deciding. Does the Curriculum Committee know at its Monday meeting, as
it studies the possibility of a new major in biochemistry, that the trustees
only the week before authorized their
own study of the same possibility? In
most institutions I know, it hasn't the
faintest idea, so it duplicates effort
or it carries on hours of patient work
only to discover six months later that
the trustees have voted down the possibility. Does the mail room run short
of the mimeographed bulletin so that

thirty faculty never hear of the pro-

posed amendment before the meeting

convenes? The vote has to be postponed for another month. Do the chair-

men recommend to the president

a

change in course designations and fail
to inform the catalogue editor in time
to check the final proof for the printer?
Does the business office issue a memorandum which ignores a decision
made by the Faculty Senate because
Senate minutes are not routed to that
office? Are administrative decisions
reported promptly and clearly to all
faculty? Perhaps most significant,
does so much paper flow over every
desk that no one can read it all and the

tees be rigidly honored. By developing articulate leaders at all instructional levels as well as among professors and chairmen. By keeping the
perspective wide and vision broad, refusing to be entangled in the petty. By weary faculty member is constantly
that notice"? Are
deserving the name of colleague rath- saying, "I never got
bulletin boards available? Are they
er than adversary.
Down from the clouds with a bump: read? Does intevoffice mail circulate
and accurately? Is there meswhat are the practical realities once rapidly
senger
service?
How about telephones?
the power to act has been established?
Do
the
officers
of the Faculty Senate
The four I should like to mention brieftelephones on their desks? Ah-h!
ly are problems, difriculties, genuine have
Is Utopia here?
hazards

and yet perhaps the em-

phasis need not become too negative
An inevitable corollary of the first
and we can share some possible solu- point becomes the second: time. Who
tions. No effective faculty governance in the world has time to read and dican be achieved unless all of these gest all this communication
much
problems and many more can be at less reflect upon it? Twelve or fifteen
least partially solved.
teaching hours, conferences with stuThe first is communication. This dents, preparations, corrections, decatch-all word has many meanings, partmental meetings
and that re-
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search! When does one find time to bat
out that paper for the Architectural
Arts Month/y? All this is nothing. Wait

tion of Community and Junior Colleges,

the American Council on Education
and you have paper work.

until the committee-work starts. Any
The three practical realities considsuccessful participation in policy-mak- ered so far are bread-and-butter issues,
ing or any pretext of faculty govern- but they will yield to cooperative planance involves long hours of committee ning and expenditure of goodwill .and
meetings. When .do they get sched- some money. FIT, for example, is just
uled? How can we get nine faculty and now planning to include in its schedule
students together without class con- for next year a faculty Common Hour
flicts? What about the officer who is which will make committee meetings
due three places at once? If a coopera- infinitely easier to schedule. The fourth
tive administration allows committee reality is tougher. No faculty govertime to be incorporated into the gen- nance worth the name will take place
eral schedule, do those who avoid re- without the informed and concerned
sponsibility just goof off while the oth- electorate essential to all democracy.
ers are slaving? What do we do about Too many faculty members are willing
committees if half the personnel is to ride out change secure in their tenaway from the campus on college- ure, content with any status quo which
sponsored activities? Policy decisions does not interfer with their own small
often have to meet deadlines; how can worlds. Others couldn't care less; they
a faculty organization guide policy if cherish detachment from what they call
it can't even meet?
"the job." Many who are full of idealIf you've been in the thick of organ- istic hopes to begin with are inexperiizing, as we have, you are already enced in betrayal and unprepared for
sinking under a heap of paper work. frustration; they soon lose resilience
And that's point three
paper work. and shrug their shoulders saying, "You
Talk about practical realities! That can't fight the system." Some have
meeting notice needs to be on a sten- never understood professionalism; they
cil; the office has no secretary free; feel no obligations beyond those stipuis a typewriter available? I'll bat it out lated in a contract. Too many are
on three fingers; what's that? The timid. They honestly underrate their
mimeograph room closed at three? I'm own capacities and refuse committee
in class tomorrow until 12:00; can you responsibilities for fear of proving inwalk it through for me? And so forth. adequate. Others are simply afraid to
Sometimes the problems of polling a risk offending those who wield the
faculty by mail can be overwhelming. magic power of tenure and promotion.
That faculty organization is rare which Then, of course, every large group has
has at its disposal secretarial help within it several good souls who are
whenever it is needed, adequate equip- obstructionistsoften for what they
ment, and instant clarity and fluency consider the best of reasons. The twoin reducing information to writing. But year college has an advantage in that
communication is the lifeblood of facul- its younger instructors are frequently
ty governance, communication not only eager to make their mark before they
with other faculty but with administra- move onbut these same developing
tion, trustees, and students. Add to leaders are often lost just when their
these communication with the AAUP, contributions have become especially
the NEA, the Legislative Conference, valuable.
the TJFCT, the NYSJCA, the Faculty
The informed and concerned faculty
Council of Community Colleges of which will prove an asset in policySUNY, the National Faculty Associa- making, which will help the college to
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contribute to the life of its community, paper work. It takes an administration
can only be a faculty which trusts and and a faculty working together as colrespects its administration and in turn leagues to set the atmosphere which

is respected and trusted with power will stimulate more and more faculty
by it. An administration can obstruct members to take an active part in their
the solution of, or help to, solvc,
own governance and in educational
problems of communication, time, and
SUMMARY OF REMARKS OF
GENE WELBORN, STATE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT
BUFFALO AND PRESIDENT OF
LOCAL CHAPTER OF AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF COLLEGE

policy-making for their colleges.

unilaterally for the supposed good of
those who have been excluded from
the making of decisions. The "manipulator" attempts to convey a false impression of participation by providing
busywork on secondary matters and
TEACHERS
diverting attention from crucial issues
(Substitute for
which should come before the faculty.
DR. ISRAEL KUGLER)
Students have some of the same
Everyone agrees in principle on the rights as faculty, and according them
necessity for faculty participation in an appropriate role in the life of the
college government; the real question institution is long past due.
Unions .are an effective answer to
is whether the faculty has the will to
take part. Many faculty members are the problems outlined, and have arisen
"public-school oriented," and defer as in a variety of situations. Occasionala matter of habit to administrative ly, a chapter of the AAUP has served
judgments in policy matters. The ma- as faculty spokesman, or a Faculty
chinery of participation varies widely Association has attempted to perform
from campus to campus, and includes this function. Unions have been the
some very rudimentary devices.
only alternative to a failed attempt by
Mutual trust and administrative re- such organizations at a reasoned diaceptivity are important factors in the logue with the administration of the
development of effective faculty gov- institution. Thus, the sources of unernment. Where the willingness to ionism have been practical rather than
work with faculty and to accord it an ideological. The usual machinery of
effective voice in college governance college government is not discarded by
does not exist, it falls to a small, mili- it, but must be supplemented by the
tant group to insist upon those things. outside, independent, militant force
Administrators have been known to which a union exerts, and by a negofollow a number of approaches in re- tiated contract.
sisting faculty claims to share authorThe handling of grievances supplies
ity. The "autocrat" speaks in terms an example of the increased effectiveof "my" faculty, almost in a literal ness of faculty under .a union. Where
sense, and brooks no attempt to dimin- traditional grievance procedures are
ish his authority in favor of the facul- utilized, the faculty member usually
ty. "Big Daddy" tries to deal with a procures an internal review of his case
faculty as if instructors and adminis- by the Faculty Senate, which tends to
trators were "one big happy family" uphold
administrative
decisions.
(with the president as paterfamilias), Where a union contract is negotiated,
rather than a group of adults with oc- it is possible to have .an independent
casionally divergent interests who are external examination of the case unentitled to be addressed without con- der the grievance procedures of the
descension.
The "paternalist" acts contract.

..
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SUMMARY OF EXTEMPORANEOUS unions were not
necessary in every
DISCUSSION FOLLOWING PRESEN- case, but only in those instances
where
TATION OF PAPERS AT PANEL ON the administration was unreachable by
FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN COL- other means. He felt that it was possible to develop a pattern of administraLEGE GOVERNANCE
tive - faculty relationships midway between the "vernal pastures" of the
ARTHUR L. GOLUB
AAUP and the "class warfare" of the
Bronx C. C.
AFT.
The major part of the discussiOn
Another series of questions and anwhich followed Miss Noyes's presentarelated to the actualities of existtion dealt with the impact of collective swers
ence under a collective bargaining

bargaining on faculty participation in
college governance, and the feasibility
of alternative modes of bargaining.
Miss Noyes's paper was influenced by
her experience at an institution which
simultaneously created a Faculty Association and entered into a collective
bargaining agreement with the United
Federation of College Teachers. Accordingly, the discussion and debate
often alluded to the situation at Fashion Institute of Technology in New
York City.

One group of interchanges explored
the conditions leading to the establishment of unions and the relative effectiveness of other kinds of faculty organizations in dealing with college authorities. Some were inclined to agree
with Mr. Welborn that the failure of
AAUP chapters and faculty associations led to the organization of union
chapters and the application of labor
union techniques to faculty-administration negotiations. Others agreed with
Mr. Bennett that an active AAUP
chapter would force an administration

contract. It was asked what would be
the role of the faculty
advisory or
otherwise
in the light of the normal
legal responsibilities of the Board of
Trustees and President of the institu-

tion? According to FIT faculty present,
such authority was respected under
their new contractual arrangements.
Wherever necessary, faculty representatives sought to arrive at a consen-

sus of opinion with the trustees and
president. It was suggested that the
presence of union leadership on the
Board of Trustees of FIT expedited
this easy working relationship.
Was the emphasis on colleagueship
voiced by Miss Noyes and other union
advocates consistent with the hostility
to administrators allegedly character-

istic of union leadership? It was suggested that the FIT local's position
was more moderate than that of its
parent organization. Mr. Mort held
that the position of the, AFT was not
"anti-administrator" but "pro-teacher."
What the union was trying to do was to
reduce the excessive
of adto be sensitive to claims for faculty ministrators withoutauthority
curbing
their
participation in college governance. constructive contribution
to
higher
edHe suggested that the AAUP develop ucation.
sanctions in this area, as it already has
Is the union actually a divisive force,
done in the areas of academic freedom
rather
than one which contributes to
and tenure. In the case of FIT, where good professional
relationships among
the faculty association and the colleccolleagues?
Would
tive bargaining contract emerged at be a closed shop, college government
the same time, it was thought that ion? This did not controlled by the unappear to be the case
there would be no opportunity to size at FIT, where memberships
on faculty
up the separate impact of the faculty committees and other
association. Dr. Glasser asserted that ies were not distributedresponsible bodon the basis of

1
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union membership but on the ability to forcing concessions from administracontribute.
tors and trustees? In part, this may deA third area of interest was in the pend on the striking organization and
practical question whether the mili- its political effectiveness. Mr. Mort
tant and forceful tactics characteristic pointed out that the Florida teachers
of the unions (but now shared to some strike, led by the NEA, was a failure.
degree by other professional organi- On the other hand, the AFT - led Pittszations) were superior to the lower- burgh strike, which was coupled with
keyed approaches more characteristic pressures on the Pennsylvania legislaof the AAUP, the NEA, and other tra- ture by leaders of powerful allied inditionally - oriented faculty organiza- dustrial unions, was a success. Mr.
tions. According to Mr. Glasser, the Bennett pointed out that the process of
FIT contract, which was supposed to "reasoning together" can be an effecbe a model for public community col- tive alternative to the employment of
leges in the New York area, did not pressure. Higher education was concontain as good terms as the later ducted in a special milieu, and was the
schedule for the City University of New testing point of reason. If more rationYork, said to have been negotiated al means of resolving disputes could
largely by the Legislative Conference not be found there, where could they
of the City University. It was pointed be employed? Mr. Lawton went furout that the FIT contract contains a ther, and asserted that the use of reaclause reopening the salary schedules son is itself a form of power. A united
in the event they were to be exceeded and intelligent faculty could employ
by those of the City University, and methods other than the strike to press
that this reopener was already under for more favorable conditions. He
way. The rejoinder was that this made pointed out that in Pittsburgh teacher
the City University the pace-setter ra- goals could have been obtained withther than FIT. The further rebuttal out a strike, which in this case was
was that the FIT contract was nego- really employed as an organizing
tiated in 1966-67, prior to the CUNY weapon, and had been in preparation
negotiations, and that the re-negotiated long before the actual dispute. Even
FIT schedules would move ahead of then, he said, the NEA actually won a
majority of the vote in a collective
the CUNY schedule.
Was the threat or the use of the bargaining election.
strike weapon an effective way of

-

PANEL II
FACULTY INVOLVEMENT IN
STUDENT COUNSELING

JEARL L. BLANKENSHIP
Agricultural and Technical College
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friendly and confidential. That advisors meet their students at regular intervals, at the beginning of the freshman year, about once in every two
weeks, once toward the end of the

freshman year, and again

at the end
Alfred
of
the
first
and
second
semester of the
The development of professional
sophomore
year
for
the
special
counseling and student personnel serv- pose of discussing with them the purices as specialized functions at the col- tion of courses for the following selecsemeslege level has generated considerable ter.
discussion as to what roles and responThis assignment of teach-zig
sibilities are to be assumed by the non- to duties related to student faculty
needs in

teaching professional staff and their areas outside of the academic classrelationship to the long established facduly developed into specialized
ulty advisory system. Furthermore, room
student personnel functions
the dialogue has continued with refer- designed to meet the needs ofthat were
students
ence to the duties and responsibilities in the non-academic areas of the
colof the faculty advisor in the twenty- lege environment. However, in
this
four hour day world of the college stu- tempt to specialize at the college atlevdent that very often extends far be- el to create an educational excellence,
yond matters related to the academic the needs of the individual student
classroom.
has not been fully considered.

1

Today we often think of counseling
as a function performed chiefly by a
professional staff, trained as specialist
in this particular area. But in the time
before the professional counselor had
an established role in the college setting, a system of faculty advisors to
students had become rather firmly established in many of the colleges in
this country. As early as the year 1828
firmly established programs of faculty
advisement were instituted in an at-

tempt to bring a reform in the cold
strict disciplinary pattern of the presiding educational era. In the estab-

lishment of a group of student advisors
at Dartmouth College (2:189) in 1919
the following statement outlines the
goals this student advisory system
hoped to attain as well as the duties and
responsibilities of the student advisors.

That it be the function of the advisors to inform themselves regarding
the circumstances and character of
the students under their supervision,
their manner of life and their college
work, their antecedents, interests and
ideals. That the relations between advisor and student be regarded as

i

I

It appears that in this striving for
educational excellence through specialization we have lost contact with
the student as an individual person. In
too many circumstances the student
has become a letter grade in faculty

members grade books, an I.B.M. card
or a seating chart number. If the colleges of today are going to meet the
needs of youth preparing for tomorrow, then out of necessity the adult
members of the college community
must reestablish lines of communication that will lead to a better understanding of the student as a whole individual. If we are to work with the
student as a person we must better understand his goals, drives, motives,
and abilities as well as his individual
academic strength and weakness.
In order to reestablish a line of communication between the student and
his educational program a system of
faculty counseling must be instituted
in place of the faculty advisory system
that in many cases has evolved into lit-

tle more than a clerical arm of the

registrar's office.
The faculty counselor can plan an
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important role in the educational guid- titude.
ance of young college students. He has
4. The faculty counselors will be
the cpportunity to become acquainted trained and directed by professional
with the total individual and because personnel whose training is directly in
he works with a comparatively small the field of counseling and who will be
number of students should get to know responsible for the overall operation
them well. This knowledge of the stu- of the program including continuing
dent combined with an awareness of service to the counselors, operation of
special conditions and circumstances staff clinics and assistance with diffithat may affect an individual students cult cases.
educational welfare can provide a
5. The faculty counselors will be givhighly effective system of educational en relief from part of their teaching
guidance. In addition the student ap- load or extra compensation as recogpears to accept the faculty counselor nition by the institution of the value of
as an educational specialist in his par- their efforts.
ticular area.
6. The faculty counselors will be

Faculty counselors who have been
well trained encourages a greater ac-

ceptance of the professional counseling
service provided by the specialist. But
pernaps, the greatest contribution that

carefully selected in terms of certain
basic criteria designed to insure that

the most effective personalities are obtained.
7. The faculty counselors will be giv-

the faculty counselor can make is to en recognition for their effectiveness
provide for a closer integration of the as counselors, as well as for teaching
student and the educational program. effectiveness, research and writing,
In order to meet the educational when promotions in rank and salary
needs of our students in the specialized are being considered.
8. Faculty counselors will be given
and segmented world that we have cretraining
in minimum essentials before
ated in the name of academic excellence, there may have to be a change actually being given case assignments.
9. Faculty counselors who prove inmade in the organizational pattern and
structure of the college campus. This effective or inefficient in counseling
exists today and develop a Faculty duties will be relieved of such duties
Counseling System. If .a Faculty Coun- without jeopardizing their other relaseling System is to be effective a basic tionship to the institution.
10. Adequate clerical and secretarial
operational philosophy such as one
suggested by Feder (1:290) must be assistance will be provided so that the

adopted, and accepted as an integral counselor may use his time as compart of an institutional educational pro- pletely as possible in service to stu1. Student counseling is an integral
part of the educational program.

dents. Appropriate office space will be
provided since effective counseling requires an atmosphere of welcome and

number of full-time personnel.
3. Inculcation of members of faculty
with the personnel point of view will
in the long run result in better instruc-

2. Williamson, E. G., Student Personnel Services In Colleges and Universities. New York: McGraw-Hill

gram.

2. Use of specially trained and as- confidence.
Selected References
signed faculty will provide a larger
number of varied personalities tlym 1. Williamson, E. G., Trends In Stuwould be available if the counseling
dent Personnel Work. Minneapolis:
services were limited to a smaller
The University of Minnesota Press,

tion and a more vital institutional at-

1949, pp. 288-98.

Book Company, Inc., 1961, pp. 188-9.
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FACULTY INVOLVEMENT IN
STUDENT COUNSELING
"POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS FROM
ONE SCHOOL'S EXPERIENCE"

MAX B. FRANC, Ph. D.
Borough of Manhattan
Community College
The City University of New York

For the past two years I have been
working with an activity at Borough

three hours each week to Academic

Advisement, that teacher is in the
process of developing an expertise and
detailed knowledge about a number of
varied curricula in our comprehensive
community college. If for one of a
number of reasons that faculty advisor
returns to a full-time teaching load the
next semester, I feel that this additional background helps relationships with
students in the classroom.
Organization

Manhattan Community College
At present we find it desirable to
which may be of interest for your fu- have one such faculty member
presture endeavors to get faculty members ent to cover each hour in the Academinvolved in student counseling. To date ic Advisement office. Our school has a
we have concentrated on a centralized full-time Day enrollment of approxiadvisement facility. It is called the mately 2300 students. The Academic
Academic Advisement Service. It has Advisement Service also has a Secresome features that you may want to tary-Receptionist who, among other
explore. If such advantages are found things, inserts a record for each stuattractive, you might later decide to dent contact in the student's file. The
combine some of those features within
person is myself, who has the rethe framework of the more usual de- other
sponsibility
of supervising and giving
centralized approach that assigns a continuity to this operation. I report digiven number of students to each regu- rectly to our Dean of Faculty, Edgar
lar faculty member.
D. Draper. In our organizational chart
Dean Draper is second in command,
Availability
coming under our President.
How does this concept of "centralUnder Dean Draper are three acaized advisement" hit the student? Gen- demic divisions. The faculty advisors
erally it means that there is one place, have their regular assignments to dephysically, to which he can go from partments within those divisions. At
nine in the morning to late in the after- present approximately 15 faculty memnoon and where there will be an inter- bers are detailed to a total of 33 hours
ested faculty advisor waiting for him. of coverage of Academic advisement
That Academic Advisor is experienced over the week.
in helping students with problems,
Our college also has a Student Life
questions needs, etc. relating to the
student's program while at our College Department which is under the Dean
of Students. Specialists in Student Life
That person is .a regular faculty work with students in the usual kinds
member who also teaches. That facul- of specialized counseling, psychologicty member is released from some of al, financial, and long-term vocational
his classrooms hours for assignment to which includes administration of testthat central office for a small number ing instruments. There is referral of
of hours each week. As a regular fac- students back and forth between Stuulty member, that person has the usu- dent Life and the Academic Adviseal classroom orientation and contact ment Service. I feel that relationships
with students. As a member of a 15- between the two have worked out
man team who is assigned for two or smoothly.
of
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Possible Applications

You might wish to adapt some of the
features of this system to your own
needs at your school. You might wish
to make a centralized service available, perhaps on a smaller scale, say
for two or three hours a day. The middle of the day might be best, say from
11 to 2 o'clock in the afternoon. I am
sure you have heard complaints from
students that they cannot locate their
faculty advisor when the latter is supposed to be present for office hours in
a decentralized advisement system. In
the same way, faculty members complain, as they did in our College before
our centralized Academic Advisement
Service, about the great difficulty of
locating their student advisees.
A centralized service of this kind
might be a good transitional development, lasting over say a two- or threeyear period. It could help lay a base
for organizing more intensive faculty
involvement in student counseling. The

relatively small number of Academic
for this centralized team

Advisors

derly progress toward his degree.
Some problems turn out to call for
some intensive ways of working out
advisement techniques. The latter pertain for example to student's desires to
change their curriculum, as well as
special needs of students for remedial
work in order to prevent their falling
into probation or dismissal status.
Providing Service to Students

The criterion for any system of advisement or counseling is the extent to
which it moves in the direction of providing services for students. You would
have to hold a centralized service such
as I am recommending against that
same measure. The important thing is

to be open to trying new things. In

junior colleges we sometimes expend
more energy raising objections than
getting to the stage of taking the new

steps. There are some things, therefore, that I feel we should spend less

time worrying about.
One of those misplaced emphases
has to do with overconcern that the

teacher from one subject area should
would hopefully be drawn from the advise only in that area. My experimore conscientious faculty members ence is that the conscientiGus faculty

who have a "feel" for this kind of
work. As they work together in evolv-

member soon makes it his business to
know a lot of details about a great va-

ing an expertise, both in terms of in- riety of areas. When he should send
formation and advisement technique, the student to someone else, he tends
the benefits of their efforts should in to do so.
time be brought back to their regular
Another false concern has to do with
academic departments.
the idea that all students should deIn our College, this has paid off in sire or seek out counseling or adviseterms of informational materials, to ment. Some students simply will never
say the least. In many cases our Aca- be "brought around" in this connecdemic Advisors have been able to pin tion, and this fact should be accepted.
down what had previously been some- In the main, students who need acawhat informal and at time irregular demic advisement seek it out once the
practices. Our Academic Advisors facility becomes known by students for
have worked together to develop Cur- services rendered.
riculum Planning Worksheets that
In the same vein, some faculty memhave been helpful to both studeuts and bers in the College are not good at
teachers. We are now in a bet,er posi- this kind of work nor does it seem that
tion to identify more things which turn they will every be interested. This too
out to be somewhat more routine, such should be accepted. Decreased teachas ways of checking the student's or- ing load for faculty members in the

-
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school who are most; serious about with the classroom teacher, there will
such work should be explored.
be few problems here in terms of lack
Some academic departments prefer of tact or other possible sources of
to rotate this duty among all mem- friction. Greatest emphasis should be
bers, others wish to cultivate one or on getting the student into contact with
two departmental "specialists" in stu- as many faculty people as possible.
dent counseling. Both systems can be The conscientious Advisor tends not to
worked with and put to the advantage step on people's toe.;. He develops a
of students and school.
sense for this sort of thing. Having
Academic Advisors should be en- ii good people" work on common p,:ojcouraged to explore their own tech- ects such as jointly dealing with probaniques with respect to what is effective tion students also speeds up developwith students. I find that, in addition to ment of new techniques for the benefit
exhibiting considerable inventiveness, of the College as a whole.
most Advisors are very open to picking
up and absorbing effective techniques The Future
from other Advisors.
We hear that the junior college is
Identifying those faculty members coming of age. I hope you will explore
who are most conscientious about this new ways of getting faculty members
kind of work and then genuinely listen- in our colleges more "involved" in
ing to them will go a long way. If the student counseling and advisement. I
centralized service emphasizes that would be very interested in comparing
the student should always be encour- notes with you about this subject in the
aged to deal as directly as possible future.
"FACULTY INVOLVEMENT
IN STUDENT COUNSELING"
JOHN C. GRAF

Staten Island Community College
Should faculty be involved with student counseling? The answer has to be

We operate in three ways:
First, . . . In a Curricular Advisory Program for entering
Freshmen,
. . . As Faculty Advisors

Second,

for upper classmen,
Third, . . . As Course and Standing Advisors for students in

"YES". For as teachers, whether we
realize it or not, we are already inacademic difficulty.
volved; not necessarily as professionLet's take a closer look at each of
ally trained guidance counselors, but these faculty involvements:
as professionally trained educators.
First, the Curricular Advisory ProTeaching implies counseling, which,

gram:

according to Webster's dictionary is:
At least one faculty member from
"the use of psychological methods in each
teaching department participates
testing the interests of and giving pro- in a formal consultation program, with
fessional guidance to individuals."
a token reduction in classroom hours.
I am particularly interested in coun- The coordination of the program is the
seling as it relates to the functions of a responsibility of a Counselor in the Deteacher. And as a member of the fac- partment of Student Personnel who alulty of Staten Island Community Col- so serves as liaison between that delege, I can tell you something about partment and the Academic Dean.
our involvement in student academic
The primary objective of the formal
guidance.
interviews, which are conducted at
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regularly scheduled hours, is to guide essarily mean that we must spoonthe student toward his academic goal, feed, or coddle students. It does mean
and to establish rapport with a partic- that in addition to any formal guidular faculty member. If, during the in- ance program we should always be interview concerning academic direc- volved with and empathetic to the stutions, it becomes apparent that test- dents we're teaching.
ing, or more specialized guidance is
How we accomplish this is likely to
advisable, referral is made to the De- differ
among faculty members, and it
partment of Student Personnel for pro- is not the
intent of this paper to come
fessional counseling.
up with any individual sure-fire techSecondly, As Faculty Advisors for up- niques. The best I can do is to tell you
per classmen:
some of the things I have learned as a
Other faculty members, in addition result of my academic guidance and
to a full teaching schedule, help sopho- teaching experience at Staten Island
mores in matters of program planning Community College.
and other related areas.
For example:
Thirdly, Course and Standing Advisors
1. To my dismay, I have discovered
for students in academic difficulty:
that some faculty members
The departmental faculty member
couldn't care less about the stuof the college's committee on Course
dent as an individual.
and Standing advises all students who
ar,) placed on academic probation.
2. Similarly, I have learned that
many students couldn't care less
I, myself, am involved on the first
about either their college teachtwo levels
as a curricular advisor
ers or a guidance program.
for freshmen in one phase of the business curriculum, and as a faculty ad3. I have observed that a significant
visor to a small group of upper-classnumber of entering students are
men in the business program. Other
completely unprepared for the
members of the department serve as
immediate adjustments they
faculty advisors to upper classmen;
must make to college. What's
still another serves both as a curricumore,
they're just plain scared.
lar advisor and Course and Standing
advisor.
4. In addition to running scared,
many of these students aren't
There are two thoughts worth injectreally certain as to why they are
ing at this point:
in college or where they are goFirst, that follow-up is essential.
ing!

Second, that we must not try to
play God.

Admittedly, many of us have neither

the time, nor the opportunity to become professionally trained counselors

if we are keeping pace with our academic disciplines. But we must nonetheless remember that counseling cannot be a one-shot, sometime affaii. In
the inte7ests of better teaching, we
snould be able to take the time to spot
students with difficulties and do something constructive. This does not nec-

5. Those who have strong reasons for

being in college are often pre-

conditioned to

curriculums to

which they are ill-suited. Others
are carrying program .loads not
compatible with their ability or
previous record.

6. It is surprising how many students
and even some faculty members
fail to read college bulletins,
handbooks and regulations carefully.
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So much, for the moment, on the negative side. There are a few observations

.

To the extent that adequate
secretarial service and other

.

administrative
is provided

on die bright side of the picture.

For instance:
1. Students who respond to the initial

interview in the formal Curricu-

BUT
.

.

.

lar Advisory Program tend to
make it a habit to see the advisor regularly.
2. When the faculty advisor is readily accessible, the rapport develops smoothly and positively.
3. When, through effective guidance,
students find their academic directions, they perform on a higher level, and show more concern
for their achievement.

.

To the extent that more aca-

.

demic information is exchanged

directly, relevantly, on a per-

YES.
sonal basis
To the extent that both students
and faculty become more
knowledgeable about the college academic programs . YES.

To the extent that many stu-

dents have developed a viable
rapp..)rt with individual faculty

f acuity relationship.

Has the Staten Island Community College program been successful?
Yes . . . and then again . . . No.

memliers

To the extent that faculty reTo the extent that students
particularly those who need it

.

respond fully to formal
interviews or casually to occasional informal sessions
probably NO

guidance
feedback
.

.

most

.

.

.To the extent that all academic
problem areas are discovered,
investigated, and resolved
undoubtedly NO

.

.

.

.

.

To the extent that realistic reteaching
loads is allowed in order to
maximize faculty involvement
in guidance .. undoubtedly NO.
duction

!

.

in

faculty

resultant

and the

YES.

To the extent that a beginning
has been achieved
DEFINITELY

.

.

.

YES!

Should an academic guidance program
exist in a two-year community college?

emphatically, YES

Should the faculty be involved in an
academic guidance program in a two-

To the extent that all students year community college?
in need of academic guidance
are actually reached
probably NO

.

YES.

To the extent that many more
faculty members have developed an interest in academic

.

sistance has been effectively reprobably NO.
duced
.

To the extent that many stuents have been salvaged -.Ind

YES.

change in student attitudes with
the development of the student-

.

. . .

,given academic direction who
might otherwise have droppedout, tuned-out, or failed out ..

4. There is a noticeable, effective

.

implementation
probably, NO.

again,

emphatically YES!
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consists of graduation worksheets for
the seven curriculums offered at that
JOHN W. KELLEY
particular college. Mr. Walters felt
Corning C.C.
that these graduation worksheets were
Panel II, "Faculty Involvement is most effective. He brought up the
Student Counseling," participants were problem of the one to one ratio of reModerator Dr. Vera F. Minkin, Bronx lease time which gave faculty memCommunity College; Assistant Moder- bers a way of getting out of classroom
ator Mr. Jack C. Van Newkirk, Ulster duties. He stated that during the first
Community College; and panelists Dr. semester the sessions tended to last 15
Jearl L. Blankenship, Clinical Psychol- minutes per student per week, but the
ogist, SUNY College at Alfred; Dr. student flow seemed to decrease durMax B. Franc, Borough of Manhattan ing the second semester. In addition
NOTES AND REMARKS

Community College; Mr. John C. Graf,
Staten Island Community College. Re-

to

Fulton-Montgomery's

centralized

advising program, they also have a

strong admissions pre-frosh type program with testing, counseling and so
Kelley, Corning Community College.
on. A question was asked at this point
Represented in the audience for Panhow advising loads for the
el II were SUNY at Stonybrook, St. regarding
various
programs
were equalized? For
Regis College,
Fulton-Montgomery example, humanities and social sciCommunity College, Bronx Communi- ence might be a very popular program
ty College, University of Buffalo, Mo- and the drafting might be a sparsely
hawk Valley Community College, On- populated program. How do you equalondaga Community College, Villa Ma- ize the advising loads so that the adviria College, Fashion Institute of Tech- sors of popular programs are not dounology, Paul Smith College, Bennett bled up as far as advisees? The only
College and Niagara Community Col- constructive answer offered to this parlege.
ticular problem was that it would be
During the first session which met necessary to go out of a curriculum
from 3:45 to 5 p.m. on April 26, three area and train a person in another propapers were presented by the mem- gram. As a result of this discussion, it
bers of the panel.
was recommended that a two-man edThe Panel decided to present our ucational team be set up at the initial
three papers during the first session matriculation into the particular school
and devote the second session com- that would remain together throughout
pletely to questions, answers, and dis- the student's stay on campus.

corder for the session was John W.

cussion.

The second session convened at 10:15

a.m. and continued until noon on Saturday, April 27, during which the following discussion occurred. The discussion began with comments by Mr.
Bruce Walters of Fulton-Montgomery
College who seemed to agree with Dr.
Franc's presentation regarding the
centralized advising center. At the
present time Fulton-Montgomery has
eleven faculty members in this type of
a centralized program with an approximate ratio of 57 to 1. This program

The representatives from Fashion
Institute of Technology brougni, out the

fact that their students seek out their
own advisors. He, however, qualified

his statements by saying that there
was initial assignment, and then the

students were allowed to shift according to their preferences. The advisors
at Fashion Institute of Technology had
no reduction in class load as a result
of being involved in that student advis-

ing program. Questions were raised
about the training necessary in order

to have a good Blankenship faculty ad-

-
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visor. Dr. Blankenship included the fol- the referral flow to be easily initiated.
lowing areas as being those in which Another question What do you do if
the faculty advisor should be trained: you cannot get equalization of advisors
A. Total profile of the student body; B. for a particular program?
the conPsychological techniques; C. Counsel- clusion reached was that it was necesing techniques; D. Test interpreta- sary for the administrative structure
tions; E. Work opportunities; and F. of an institution to step in and make an
Course facts.
administrative judgment.

Another question was under what

In summation it was felt that there
were definite merits in the centralized
fall? It was felt that it should not fall advising program, but I feel that the
under one area, rather it should come general consensus of the group was
under the jurisdiction of both the fac- that the Blankenship approach was the
ulty and student personnel. Otherwise, most effective. The half-faculty memyou would have the segmented-student ber, half-counselor seemed to allow one
problem again. With this particular person to become familiar with the totype of faculty and student personnel tal student instead of a segment of the
involvement it is most important for student.
area should counseling

advisement
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conviction that all of that must come
first. This is the raison d'etre of our
colleges and is a formidable goal. It is
our "bag", to use a colloquialism of
COMMUNITY SERVICES
our contemporary younger generation.
FRANK A. CIPRIANI
But our bag has to be far more comFarmingdale
prehensive than it was, and the marGood afternoon ladies and gentle- vel of it all is that the bag can be as
men. I am delighted to have the op . limitless as human resource, skill, inportunity to be with you again today. tellect and compassion will permit. All
Our topic for discussion which is fac- of this can be found on every campus
ulty involvement in community serv- in this state. The challenge is to put it
ices is one which appears to me to ba in motion in a direction other than
a bit incongruous for those of us in- the simple joys of academia. There is
volved in the matter of higher educa- a challenge and in my view a mandate
tion, especially those of us in the two for our college communities to become
year and community college, for what involved in every way possible, not
can be more of a community service just with our immediate neighbors, but
than education itself?
with our neighbors in the cities and
Previous speakers have discussed the slums; those of all ages from the
the various aspects of community col- pre-schooler right through to the relege growth and of some of the pro- tired citizen.
grams that are now being developed
How does a college faculty become
or are actually 'underway at many of involved in community service? A colthe community colleges. I agree with lege is its faculty and so faculty inMrs. Domlaurie that C.C. should not volvement in community service usstand for carbon copy. Indeed some of ually begins with college involvement
the greatest educational innovations of in the community. It is important, I
the past twenty years have come from believe, at the very outset that the colthe two year colleges. Because the lege should have no fences around it. I
community college movement in New don't mean the physical fence of steel
York State is comparatively new, it is or stone but the philosophical and psynot incumbered by some of those tra- chological fence which separates the
ditions of many of our older sister in- town from the college. Dean Lauter
PANEL III
FACULTY INVOLVEMENT IN

stitutions of higher learning which

might be classified as foolish consistencies of which Emerson spoke as being the hobgoblin of little minds. Because of this, there is probably greater hope and a more definite chance of
succeeding in community service projects at the community college level

has spoken of some of the various

ways in which extension services and
continuing education have acted as a
catalyst between the college and the
community. There are, of course,
many other ways, probably as numerous as the number of faculty and administrators on the campus.
than might be the case at older and
The other way is for the community
more established institutions.
to come to the college to seek help.
I believe that the community college This is as desirable a route as the oth-

can offer more than the run of the er, but less likely to bring as many
campus program with the MiddleState's approved fare of neatly arranged programs leading to well deserved parchments. Before I go further, please let me underscore my own

opportunities for service. This is due
to the fact that the college knows bet-

ter than the community what it can
offer. One is amazed to learn the great
myths which its own college has con-
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jured in the minds of its neighbors of problem and the proposal of a solution.
all levels of sophistication. For many The advisory committee system has
people college goals have always worked well at Farmingdale and has
seemed difficult or unattainable, and continued to bear fruit as well in the
the campuses inhabitants equally far final placement of students at graduaremoved from immediate interaction. tion. These same committee members
One of the main purposes of this panel is to explore ways in which the college community can become involved
in community service. I will not pre-

sume to give you a formula or checklist of do's and don't's. I fully subscribe to Kahlil Gibran's Prophet who
spoke of the teacher and said:
"If he is indeed wise he does not
bid you enter the house of his wisdom, but rather leads you to the
threshold of your own mind".

Therefore, allow me to tell you of

have proved to be of extreme value

when they turn their attention to community problems.

Recently a member of our aircraft
operations technology advisory committee
airline

an executive with a large
became involved in a pover-

ty program project in the Bedford
Styvesant section of Brooklyn. This
man
a pilot and director of com-

munity relations for the company
asked us to help him with his project
70 miles away. We immediately

some of the ways in which our house contacted the community
college in
at Farmingdale has become involved the
area
more
precisely
Dean
in community service, and perhaps Victor Lauter
arranged for a
they may suggest a threshold for your meeting. Currentlyand
a
training
program
own ciicumstances.
in engine maintenance has ,developed
To begin with the college at Farm- using local resources and we were able
ingdale has always developed adviso- to promise delivery of two surplus jet
ry committees for every curriculum engines for the class. This was a stopmajor which offers a degree at the gap measure and plans are now undercollege. These advisory committees way to provide a more comprehensive
are made up of business and profes- and meaningful educational experisional men, industrialists and commu- ence with the promise of jobs in prinity leaders who have both a keen in- vate industry for those qualifying after
terest and a professional competence completion of the program.
in the areas in which they are to adThe meeting with Vic Lauter revise. We do not stop with the formavealed
that we had a mutual concern
tion of the advisory committee or with
the inception of a curriculum pro- in working with slum area children.
gram. Indeed this is when the work Vic and I blocked out a plan whereby
really begins. The faculty and the de- the dormitory facilities at Farmingpartment chairmen meet with the ad- dale would be made available to the
visory committees at the college as youngsters from the New York City
often as they deem necessary. In some Community College area for an 8 week
cases it is only once a year. In other vacation study and recreation expericases it is as many as ten times a ence 70 miles away from the long
year. With these groups of individuals hot summer.
working in the professional areas conAt almost the same time or shortly
cerned, it is possible for.the college to thereafter, the presidents of Farmingrecognize the community needs and to dale, New York City Community Colreact to them with a minimum of lost lege and Manhattan Community Colmotion between the recognition of the lege were at a conference in Boston.
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They thought that this type of program the campus is located. In the field of
would be worth exploring and agreed recreation, as an example, one of our
to look further into it. Although we had
not consulted with them, we had all arrived at a similar conclusion
which
is always a happy rarity. We are now
concluding plans to accommodate 150

men and women, whom we hope we
can begin to lead to the "thresholds of
their own minds".

advisory committ.:e members, a
prominent architect in the area, is also
interested in the development of parks
and recreational facilities for the coun-

ty generally. Through his efforts we
have been able to begin work on an
ambitious five year project which we
hope will become a program, permanent only to the point where we hope
it will eliminate itself as a need. We
hope to start with young high school
dropouts or high school seniors who
have no job career potential and

Interinstitutional cooperation is a potent force in community service. I look
forward to greater and increasingly
meaningful interaction between our
suburban resident colleges with the urthrough the efforts of the town, the Job
ban community college.
Corps, the Office of Economic OpporOther local programs have been de- tunity, the Department of Health, Edveloped where we reacted directly to ucation and Welfare, the resources of
a request from one of the towns in Suf- the college, with the community infolk County to recommend beautifica- volvement of the faculty working hand
tion and rehabilitation of two districts and hand with the community involve-

which were beginning to deteriorate. ment of the students, we will be able
Two of our landscape architects were to bring these young men and women
told of the problem and they agreed to into a meaningful kind of learning exmake recommendations. The results of perience.
their reports led the town to appropri-

ate funds for a local contractor and

This semester alone, there are least
40 community service projects underway serving not only the economically disadvantaged individual but also
the small businessman, local industry,
the elderly, and the government work-

landscaper to make improvements according to the guidelines recommended by our faculty representatives.
There was more paint and curbing in
their suggestions than plants, but the er.
community has benefitted and the effects have been contagious.
It is important for the individual faculty
member to recognize the power
Time does not permit my going into
all of the wide variety of programs he represents in the community. Furwhich we have planned, or executed, ther, it is important for him to particior have currently underway. The col- pate actively in helping to define and
lege has a very strong stock of people- present solutions to these problems. It
power in its faculty, students, and staff would probably be the best of all
and physical resources as well. Be- worlds if the hierarchy of our colleges
cause one of our strongest commodi- and universities could find a way to
ties is ideas, we are best able to sug- meet the faculty halfway in providing
gest new and imaginative solutions to additional time through reduced workloads to insure meaningful participaold drudging problems.
tion in community work. We at FarmWe have had current and constant ingdale are working toward this goal,
contact with the directors of recrea- but will not be content to sit back and
tion in most of the towns of Nassau wait for the god of the budget to cast
and Suffolk Counties on whose border his blessings upon us. When that time

-
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comes it will simply mean an accelerHowever, the universe replied, "The
ation of the pace we have been setting. fact raises in me no sense of obligaI suppose the key word in all of this tion".
No intelligent person or institution
is concern or the sense of obligation.
I am reminded of the passage in a nov- can assume the attitude that the uniel by Stephen Crane in which a man verse accepts in this statement. When
a man says to us "Sir, I exist", our resays to the universe:
ply should, in fact, raise in us a sense
"Sir, I exist"!
of obligation.
HORIZONS

MRS. DOM LAURIE
Niagara C.C.

Should the initial letters of Community College be synonymous with those
of Carbon Copy, or should they represent something entirely different; i.e.,
should Community Colleges reproduce

on a lesser scale the physical features
and scholastic philosophies of the larger colleges, or seek an ideology that
is consonant with the title?
We are naturally influencd by what
has proved successful in the past, and
since few of us have had any undergraduate experience in Community
Colleges, we're prone to accept as

models those autonomous Alma Maters that, in providing separate food,
shelter, education, and culture, have
perpetuated the medieval tradition of
"town and gown." Of course there are
exceptions. Some colleges interact
with their surroundings, but these are
generally located in areas where they

are the major business, or local cultural services are inadequate. Where
rival industries, businesses, or cultural groups exist, the dichotomy between
"town and gown" becomes evident. In
any case, the college dominates its dis-

trict by molding tastes and opinions,
and requiring doctoral degrees and
publication credits in lieu of position,
wealth, or whatever else determines
social status. But we cannot blame localities for being influenced, when we
educators .are equally guilty.

There was a period when the two-

year schools might have been excused
for following the dictates of colleges
and universities. When SUNY organized in 1948, the six Agricultural and
Technical, and five Applied Arts and
Science Institutes may have been overpowered by the prestigious University
Centers, Medical Centers, and fouryear units. Since then the situation has
changed. The Community Colleges,
which began with the Jamestown and
Orange County establishments in 1950,
have grown to twenty-nine, and even
without their six sister "Ag. and
Tech." Colleges, have the larger
schools surrounded and outnumbered.
If there is valid reason, then, it would

seem a propitious moment to break
with tradition and formulate a new set
of objectives.

On the surface, separate goals do not

appear necessary; regardless of size,

the microcosms of SUNY have pledged

themselves to help each student" . . .
be(.0me all he is capable of being." In
practice, however, conditions differ.
Associate degree schools have only
four semesters to bring aspirants from
the point where most couldn't pass the
entrance requirements of four-year institutions, to a level where they can
pursue careers or compete with select
Juniors and Seniors. And not all of the
Community College youths are fresh
from high school. In the Day Divisions
alone, students range from comparatively knowledgeable teenagers to
adults who have long forgotten basic
facts. The Evening Divisions attempt

..

more herculean labors by admitting

anyone willing to pay the fees, regardless of scholastic preparation.
Schools that grant Bachelor and
graduate degrees can choose the best
scholars in the State, while Community College selections are comparatively limiced. We're accustomed to an indigenous student body, one comprised
of those who spring from academical-

ly barren ground and need extensive
remedial work; who are intelligent un-

der-achievers or late bloomers; who

failed to meet the requirements of previous colleges

and wish a second

chance; or those who either cannot af-

explore the occupational needs of the
area.
Such worthy endeavors should be

continued, yet there seems to be an
ever-growing

inclination to replace

them with the doctoral requirement
and the "publish or perish" mandate.

No matter how much respect we hold
for the Ph.D. degree, the fact remains

the universities are rewarding them

not on the basis of teaching ability, but
on success in the publishing field. But
publication does not necessarily imply
good teaching; to the contrary, when
publication is obligatory, teaching is

apt to suffer, because the faculty is

ford four years of tuition and resi- too busy writing papers to pi zpare lec-

dence, or desire career programs only tures. If there is one pitfall the Community Colleges should avoid, it is
offered by "Associate" schools.
this. The strength of two-year schools
Unlike larger colleges, we have no lies in exceptional teaching; the remedormitories. Our scholars come from dial nature of the work demands it,
the offices, factories, and kitchens of and faculty and administrators should
the surrounding afea and return to consider it their first responsibility to
them after classes. Because they are those who support them. Individuals
commuters who retain their local in- who pursue higher degrees or submit
terests, our colleges find it impossible works of va/ue to the journals are to
to withdraw from the communities; be commended, but shouldn't be conor would we wish to, so long as funds erced into doing so, if it means negto build and maintain facilities come lecting the education of as many as
in part from local governments. For possible. And education of the many
'us, therefore, "town and gown" are in- has never been more important. So
separable and indivisible.
long as the least American holds the
Our Associate Colleges have been power of life and death over our Presremarkably successful in meeting the idents and Kings, our society is in danneeds of the "towns". In a few short ger. No matter how skillfully we
years, our faculties have become not- weave the warp and woof of the social
ed for preparedness and effectiveness fabric, if the basic threads are faulty,
in the classroom, giving personal at- they will break under the stress of life
tention to students, and remedial to leave us bereft of law and order and
teaching on a one-to-one basis. Cer- thereby naked to our enemies. Let us
tainly the faculties have had assist- not be tempted by degrees and publiance. Foresighted administrators, in cation credits to forget our primary
scheduling classes of reasonable size, purpose the building of stronger citihave enabled teachers to spend time zens through education. We encounter
with the students, as well as serve on little of the academic "cream." We're
college committees, attend regional working with the raw milk, and it beand State convocations, meet with ele- hooves us to see it does not turn sour
mentary through secondary school ed- before it is "sold" to the public.
ucators to discuss academic problems,
How, then, can we be judged, if not
and businessmen and industrialists to by the standards of larger colleges?

-
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There are numerous ways. We can tions would benefit from such an arsucceed by initiating new curricula

and courses that fit the needs of the

rangement
We can further explore areas of need
in the community. When NCCC's Mr.

community, although we may have to
make some compromises, for average Race, discovered there were children
citizens, and especially politicians, are in Niagara Falls who couldn't cope
more impressed with a multiplicity of with their grade and high school subcareer programs than with Liberal jects, he assembled fifty Community
Arts. Yet this is temporary; given College students who, despite studies,
enough basic education, people de- jobs, and family responsibilities, teach
mand, the Liberal Arts.
the youngsters at least once a week.
These examples are not cited beWe can also support college affairs
cause
they are unique, newsworthy,
and encourage friends and neighbors
or
in
any
way superior to those offered
to do likewise, but most important, we
can totally involve ourselves in the ev- by other colleges, but because they
how faculty can serve a commueryday activities of the area. Possible show
nity.
means of involvement include working
Another possibility is for individuals
hand-in-hand with existent cultural or- to join civic, religious, or political organizations, to the point of foregoing ganizations and thereby contact taxseparate facilities at the outset, if re- payers, newsmen, businessmen, and
quired. The good will we build in the county officials who can provide supcommunity is adequate compensation port
and financial
for the
for our sacrifices. Niagara County college. oral
The
benefits
accruing
from
Community College is a case in point. such involvement are numerous. TaxAs a new unit, NCCC lacks many fa- payers find its hard to refuse personal
cilities older colleges take for granted.
or friends, and politiAn auditorium is one, but we fortu- acquaintances
cians are inclined to grant concessions
nately have a faculty member on the to
power blocs, or groups whose memBoard of the Niagara Falls Little The- bers
might oppose them for office.
ater, and she, Mrs. Griebner, persuadTotal involvement is naturally diffied the Directors to lend their stage to

the NCCC dramatic club. In return, cult. Tachers may lack time to join
Mr. Miller and his Stagecrafters (al- non-academic organizations if they are
though they weren't required to do so)
have built sets, cleaned the theater innumerable times, and supplied actors
for local productions, between their
own successful shows. Because of their
cooperativeness,
the Stagecrafters
have established a rapport .with Little
Theater members that should last long
after our college has its own housing.
In addition to working with existing
groups, we can explore areas of need
in the College. Many students require
employment, and NCCC hopes to initiate a program which will allow them
to work for the Community Chest, the
YMCA, and other non-profit enterprises. Both students and organiza-

Working for degrees; or money to participate, since salary schedules in new

colleges are low; or contacts, if they
live outside the county; but these personal problems should eventually resolve themselves. The educational
drawbacks are apt to be of longer duration. Faculties that form close ties
with a community may be pressured
to maintain the status quo of an area,
when the real need is to be "shakers
and movers" who can train students to
live in a rapidly changing world; but
unless faculties communicate regularly, how will local citizens ever understand the aims and purposes of modern education?

There are too many intellectual and

t;0

physical differences between two and
four-year schools for the younger to
blindly follow the elders' lead. The
"Ivied Towers" (Ivory Towers being
a thing of the past in this age of student activism) are for those who have
proven themselves intellectually capable; the Community Colleges, on the
other hand, are often "academic proving grounds." The "Ivied Towers" can
afford to be Medieval centers of learning which ignore their surroundings;

lage; and its student groups train in

Community Colleges cannot divorce
themselves financially or educationally

tricts, as far as the eye can see and

from their districts. And the types differ even in appearance. The nucleus of
the Community College is often a complex of invitingly low buildings situated on former farmlands. Its Division
Units, especially the Evening Division,
are frequently located in major cities
or town; its mobile units travel to
where the educational "action" is,
whether this be industrial plant or vil-

local hospitals,
even garages.

dental offices,

and

Because of the proliferation of the
Community schools,

the educational

landscape is changing. Advanced students may still lift their eyes unto the

"Ivied Towers," but the bulk of the

population seeks the Community Colthose fertile fallouts of the exleges
plosion of knowledge which have settled in bits and pieces over entire diseven beyond the horizon. Such unique

institutions deserve to be something
more than pallid reflections of their

COLCOMMUNITY
predecessors.
LEGES require their own aims and obchief among them an edujectives
cational philosophy which values service to the community above Ph.D. Degrees and publication credits if they
are to LIVE UP TO THE NAME!

ment that the complexity of domestic
and international problems, and the
pervasiveness of ambiguities in our
political and civic affairs, call for
NYCCC
more facts and information, for re-exI have limited my remarks today to ainination of values, and for a greater
the consideration of faculty involve- understanding of current issues, if soment in community service. In order cial man is to shape his destiny posito give perspective to what I shall be tively.
saying, let me quickly give you a brief
That this "continuing education"
philosophical and historical point of function is appropriate for a college is
reference as it applies to my institu- stated unequivocally by Chancellor
tion, the New York City Community Gould of the State University of New
THE GOWN GOES TO TOWN
DEAN VICTOR LAUTER

College.

York:

In view of rapid and continuing
"It is my conviction that a college,
changes in technology, the accelera- in addition to its more readily accepttion of automation, and the impact of ed intellectual dimension, should have
cybernation, it is now widely held that the dimension of community that
economic man, in order to remain con- offers a place for the general life entributory, must prepare for several richment of all who live nearby: young
kinds of jobs during his work life. He and old, artisan and farmer and memmust, therefore, continually return to ber of a profession, college graduate
school, or have school come to him, in

and comparatively unschooled.

`new knowledge." There is also agree-

the new pressures of numbers are

Thus

order for him to keep up with the many of the gaps or weaknesses that
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bound to create in formal education may be arbitarily categorized in gross

can he filled or strengthened as a college opens its doors and its resources
to all in a friendly and informal fashion, without thought of credits or degrees or anything more than to assist
the burgeoning of understanding in fhe
individual as a member of a personal,
physical, political, economic, artistic,
and spiritual world."1)

may be arbitrarily categorized

in

gross groupings: governmental agencies, unions, private industry, the professions, the disadvantaged, and the
elderly. Utilizing its demonstrated capabilities, its sensitivity to community
needs, its flexibility and creativity in
meeting these needs, and, most important, its commitment to the concept

The New York State Board of Re- of college,-community involvement for
gents, in their statement on objectives service, the New York City Communiof the Community Colleges, goes be- ty College, in September, 1966, estabyond the philosophical and mandates lished a Division of Continuing Educathat these colleges must:
tion and Extension Services to give
provide programs of continu- meaning, thrust, and the viable tools
ing education . . . to assist adults of required to implement this commitall ages to meet changing education- ment.
al, cultural, and economic conditions,
Let me get nOw to the idea at hand:
and to implement changes in their per- the involvement of traditional faculty
sonal objectives."
in college service to the community.
The New York City Community Col- There are a number of pre-conditions
lege has a long history of commitment which were met in order to secure this
to this objective and a significant rec- involvement in a meaningful and subord of accomplishment. Programs stantial way.
have been developed with one purpose
The Division is viewed as a vital
uppermost in mind: to provide oppor- component of the College and stands
tunities for personal and community as a peer with the College's degree
growth and improvement whenever granting organism. Its needs for staff,
and wherever the needs existed, to the space, and finances are considered
extent that the College had the re- jointly with those of the other composources to deal effectively with them. nents of the College. An organizational
However, the bulk of the College's re- framework has been developed to prosources could not be made available vide structural support for current proto large, ever-increasing segments of grams and a mechanism for the imthe population with unmet needs, since plementation of new programs, as the
these resources were utilized on a pri- need for them crystallizes.
ority basis for meeting the needs of
The
professional
administrative
degree-seeking youth. As these latter staff is currently composed of a Dean,
needs are being increasingly met by an Assistant Dean, a Program Coorthe rapid expansion of two-year de- dinator, a Coordinator of Projects, and
gree opportunities, and as continuing four Project Directors, most of whom
education needs become more acute, have faculty rank. In addition, a flexthe College now finds itself in the posi- ible approach to staffing Continuing
tion where it can and must direct a Education programs by exchanging
significant portion of its energies and degree faculty with funded positions
resources towards the fulfillment of its
long held commitment.
1) "The Dimensions of a College," AdThe segments of the population
dress delivered to an Antioch Colthe "Communities," as it were
havlege Assembly, Yellow Springs,
Ci

a

ing needs which are largely unmet,

-
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provides

an

additional

feed-back

mechanism for increasing numbers of
the traditional faculty to become

disadvantaged adults with poor
work histories were assigned individually to an equal number of professional and non-professional staff members
20

aware of and familiar with our programs. As a result of this increasing at the College for purposes of socialiawareness, new program ideas, new zation, on-the-job training and basic
funding sources and new relationships remediation. By carefully matching
with the various communities we serve these two groups of individuals we
emerge even from traditional faculty. have discovered not only great leaps
An accepting atmosphere, flexibility in
approach, and rapid implementation
of ideas also help in encouraging faculty involvements.
In my remaining few minutes I
would like to describe for you several
current programs involving our traditional faculty in additional or detached services.
Approximately 40 courses which we
characterize as our curricular-based
program
so named because they are
closely related to degree programs
are administered by a full-time profes-

forward by the served individuals, but

sional staff member known as a program coordinator. Part-time area coordinators who are responsible for
similar groupings of courses and the
faculty teaching these courses is composed largely of members of our tra-

faculty of the College.

ditional staff.

A Title I project known as the Building Inspectors Trainitkg Program is
administered at an off campus site by
a senior professor from our Construction Technology Department. The part-

time staff he uses is again largely

composed of members of our full-time
faculty.
Our Dietary Aide Training Program,
in which we up-grade over 300 Dietary
Aides in 19 New York City hospitals,

also a tremendous growth in under-

standing by our faculty. Several trainees have resumed their formal education, several have secured entry level
positions at the College and all have
benefited from their relationship with
warm and accepting human beings in
a non-competitive atmosphere.
Three

Vocational Education

Act

grants are funding programs for Supervisory Housekeepers, Dental Technologists, and Mechanical Technologists. These part-time programs are

administered and taught by full-time

Time does not permit me to enumerate like programs we are offering to a
wide array of agencies of the city government, to unions and to industry in
which the faculty is involved.
Our plans for the future call for the
exploration, by interested members of
our faculty, of adult associate degree
programs serving the unique needs of
the mature. We are exploring the development of a counselling service for
the community as well as a consultation service for industry.
It is our feeling that this rich resource in the community
the Community College
must expand its

is administered by a full-time mem- services to the citizenry in new and
ber of our Hotel Technology Depart- creative ways if we are to resolve our
crucial social problems, and the richment.
Our Adult Development Program, est resources our colleges have are
which was conducted in cooperation our faculties.
I am sure there are other ways by
with the South Brooklyn Community
Progress Center, is an interesting vari- which the gown can go to town, but our
ation of our approach. In this program way has been found effective for us.

;
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SUMMARY OF PANEL III,
FACULTY INVOLVEMENT IN
COLLEGE AND COMMUNITY

SERVICES
ADA CATALDO

Staten Island C.C.

A. The Friday afternoon session included the presentation of papers
by Frank A. Cipriani of Suny College at Farmingdale, Mrs. Dom
Laurie of Niagara County Community College, and Victor Lauter of
New York City Community College.

Emery Link, of the State Universi-

ty of New York, the 4th panelist
and Paul A. Chambers of Broome

Technical Community College, re-

corder, were unable to attend the

conference.

moderated

Both sessions were
by Dr. Malcolm H.

B. The Saturday morning session included the presentation of a paper
by Assistant Moderator, Peter J.
Caffrey of Bronx Community College who bravely agreed to substi-

tute for the missing 4th panelist
with a talk on the topic under consideration.

The discussion that followed was

much livelier than the Friday session. One question raised, thrust to
the heart of the topic, ie; How does
the College involve individual faculty members in college and community services?

Some possible suggestions which
emerged from the discussion were:

1. There should be total commitment on the part of the institution
to faculty involvement in college

Forbes of Cazenovia College, and

and

Community College acted as recorder for both sessions.

ulty member aware of the aims of
the particular institution.

During the discussion period
which followed, the question was

2. Reduce faculty load to nine
hours so that faculty will have time
for college and community services.

munity colleges doing for the bright
student enrolled in the Community

3. Pay faculty extra money per

them a feeling of social responsibility. Most current programs appear

4. Give a department of the college
the responsibility of designing a
program :or the school which would
meet community needs.
5. Have a new faculty member develop a course for less intellectual

Ada C. Cataldo of Staten Island

raised as to what were the Comcolleges in order to generate in

to be geared toward the disadvantaged student. Farmingdale College
has two programs currently in
progress with a focus on developing

social awareness in the bright stu
dent. The first is a (Big Brother)
program in which a disadvantaged
student is given an advantaged student as a room mate. In addition
the disadvantaged student is given
a big brother (a famous person) for
social status. A second program at
Farmingdale has Phi Beta Kappa
students adopting a Community,
and then tutoring the disadvantaged

students in that Community.

community

services. This
would mean making every new fac-

hour of service.

students.

6. Use the community as a laboratory as part of the classroom work.
7. Bring community resource organizations

(Chamber of

Com-

merce, Narcotic Squad) and people

into the classroom to share with

students their particular specialty.
8. Give seminare on special pertinent topics, ie, camping.
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9. In the case of dental

scLools,

over their responsibilities.

A second point made which engendered lively discussion was directed toward the fact that community colleges should, from time to
time, reevaluate what they are do-

tempting to provide continuing education at the community college

ices to the community.

1

i

educational agencies from taking

open a clinic which would give serv-

Someone suggested that in at-

level, caution should be the key

work

since

community colleges

cannot be all things to all people;

ing in terms of their stated pur-

thus open communication should be

poses which includes the business
of providing continuing education
and training services. This would
enable the colleges to keep quasi

ners of the high school and four
year college levels so that some

maintained with curriculum planarticulation could be meaningfully
developed.
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PANEL IV
FACULTY INVOLVEMENT IN
EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES

RICHARD A. COBB
Ononc/aga Community College

evision in certain Community and
year colleges.

2-

From the outside let's go into the

colleges and d.'scuss some of the uses
of the Instructional Television, always

keeping in mind the careful and de-

I am glad to be here and to talk liberate definitions

of

in
with you about Faculty Involvement terms of the teaching andobjectives
learning ex-

in Educational Processes with empha- perience.
sis on the use of Instructional and EdAt Onondaga Community College
ucational Television.
the Dental Hygiene Department fuses
As a backdrop and pertinent .to our TV for demonstration and direct
discussion I want to give you some vi- teaching. Close ups and zoom lenses
tal statistics about the number of Tel- complement and supplement course
evision and Radio Stations in the Unit- content. The Dental Clinic and student
ed States; this will give you a yard- patients aid in the demonstration,
stick on the "outside" influence TV which are shown to students, and, at
and Radio may exert on the thoughts regular intervals specialists from Denand actions of students and teachers tal Schools and Colleges throughout
before they enter the classroom.
the county give demonstrations to memBroadcasting Yearbook, the respect- bers of our county Dental Society.
ed Journal of the Broadcasting IndusOur communications
try, lists 7,019 broadcasting stations uses audio tapes for at Department
one
on the air. This figure includes Tele- speech project per semesterleast
per
stuvision and Radio, commercial and dent in 2 sections of the introductory
viewing per home per day in the Unit- speech course.
ed States is 6 hours arid 20 minutes.
Video tape recordings are planned
Over 60% of all Amplitude Modulation in the same two sections for
next year.
(AM) radio stations are now EditorialOur Radio-TV curriculum makes
izing; taking a stand on issues. The constant use of audio and video closed
more we think .about these facts, the circuit equipment in classes and labmore we realize how important the in- oratories and our graduates include
fluence of TV and Radio can be on the Traffic Director of a Miami Floridaa
thoughts and actions of the audience. TV station; announcers in several
James Reston, in a recent book New York State Radio Stations; Ascalled "The Artillery of the Press" sistant-Technical Supervisor in
I.
makes this comment about Journalism: ETV station, and a Director of Mer"We are no longer merely in the chandising.
transmitting business. Actually, the
In summary: Capable faculty, and
mass communications of this coun- good technical personnel on the full
try probably have more effect on time staff are a must for effective
the American mind than all the college of television. Adequate budgschools and universities combined, et, and advance planning; a cooperaand the problem is that neither the tive process between faculty, adminisofficials who run the government, tration and the sponsoring agency.
nor the officials who run the newsTesting of learning and instruction
papers, nor the radio and television is necessary, in order that a favoranews programs, have adjusted to ble climate for creative innovation
that fact."
and improved instruction will exist, so
In a moment I'll follow up with rea- that 2-year colleges take advantage
sons why it is important to have com- of and properly use Instructional and
prehensive curricula in Radio and Tel- Educational Television.
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FACULTY INVOLVEMENT IN
EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES AS IT
RELATES TO RIGIDITY AND
SOCIAL SCIENCE INSTRUCTION IN
PROGRAMS OF TECHNICAL

EDUCATION
FRANK S. DiSTEFANO
Broome Technical Community College
Introduction

The treatment of the social sciences
in two-year programs of technical education affords the opportunity to analyze a unique and somewhat controversial phase of contemporary college
The technically-oriented
students view many of these programs

instruction.

as dull and redundant presentations

enmeshed with periodic references to
the need for comprehending man's behavioral patterns in preparation for
Let us commence with the simplest "life adjustment." It follows then that
possible definition of "faculty involve- developing programs, cemented toment in educational processes." In re- gether with the paste of time and the
flecting on the ambivalent nature of techniques of another era, are deplorathe subject it could be said it encum- ble reflections of what current social
bers all of the activities related to the science offerings in technical curricuaccomplishment of educational objec- la ought to be. Conversely, it is hoped
tives of a structured institution of that the more conscientious will adlearning. Given this definition (and as- dress themselves to an etiology of the
suming that it is broad enough to sat- failure tc affect a desired pattern of
isfy all one might argue that the educational socialization as it relates
scope is far too extensive to lend itself to the establishment of a relevant diato brief discussion and-or presentation. logue with the social sciences. EssenIt can therefore be suggested that an tially then, this paper is an attempt to
important advance could be made by briefly explore the aspect of rigidity
joining more precise descriptions of as it applies to the meani4gful applienvironments with instructionally- cation of social sciences in technical
based assessment of student charac- programs of instruction.
It has been noted that the objective
teristics as they relate to curriculum
change.

The nature of this multi-dimensioned
topic appears to lend itself to specific
considerations involving authentic in-

that frequently serves as the foundation for the teaching of any discipline
is the proselytization of capable young

scholars to a particular field of endeavor.
This plausible goal is not apterest in technical students and their
curriculum requirements so as to en- plicable to the technical curricula that
able junior college faculty to explore specialize in the preparation of the
the vital aspects of academic 'course career-oriented student. The problem
offerings as they meaningfully relate apparently centers about the failure of
to social change. This presentation is social scientists to evaluate realisticalthen predicated on the belief that fac- ly the objectives of technical proulty involvement within the context of grams and the type of student whose
a pragmatic frame of reference is needs they serve. This student cannot
fundamental insofar as involvement in be converted to the social sciences in
educational processes is concerned. the usual sense because he has a/The subsequent effort, as follows, is ready committed himself to another
then directed towards a consideration point of view. This precludes the usual
of rigidity and social science instruc- "missionary" effort that so many distion in programs of technical educa- ciplinarians consider important.
Philosophical consideration should
tion as a reflection of faculty involvebe directed toward the projection of
ment in educational processes.

S.
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independent and dynamic approaches
to social science education designed to
better serve a society racing into the
twenty-first century. Nowhere is there
a greater recognition of the manifestation of change than in the scientifically anchored technical programs of
education. There are many who are
developing a painful awareness of the
failure of social science education to
play an adjuvant role in this undertaking.

that forces the issue of course expendability. This instinctively telescopes
attention toward the present social science disciplines of economics, psychology, and especially sociology. Unsigned student questionnaires reflect a
general lack of enthusiasm that at
times borders on boredom. These distressing findings appear to be based on
preco: ceived and governing attitudes
that appear inherent. It is conceivable

that these opinions are ordered by a
It would seem appropriate that so- trenchant lack of reasoning heightcial scientists focus their attention on ened by the presence of goals originala subsequent reorganization of goals ly designed to serve the needs of bacand objectives if they are to obviate calaureate degree candidates. The
the possibility of banality that often- problem could be resolved by the justimes appears to dominate social sci- tification of course objectives and the
ence instruction. No longer can there establishment of meaningful relationbe dependence on the mirroring of ships having a focal point of interest.
ideas whose objectives stem from This would have the effect of forcing
such abstract goals as "teaching stu- social scientists from their vacillating
dents how to think" or the utilizing of position into a rational posture or imsuch vague expressions as "explaining mediate confrontation with the possihuman nature." It is essential to re- ble alternative of deletion of their offmember that the average technical erings.
student does not have the time, backThe most excruciating of technical

ground, nor the interest to share in the
phenomena of the unfolding of the social sciences. The technical student
represents the newest corege-age gen-

man's failures is his lack of knowledge

of the society in which he lives. By
offering a realistic program that emphasizes the utilization of local and
eration whose attitudes and interests community resources that relates an;

reflect its upper-lower and lower-mid- alogous problems, the curriculum
dle class background. This student's builders of technical education proaspirations are directed by vocational grams could initiate a Socratic investiand. material interests sustained by gation of an unexamined life. It is the
limited mobility and supported by the shocking lack of meaningful associahome and the industrial economy that tion that prevents the social scientist
has nurtured him. In corroborating the from creating the .desired investigation
above, it can be noted that a majority of the social structures of man as they

of these students seek and find em- relate to the 'means as well as the
ployment within the confines of the needs of this burgeoning new social

community from whence they came.
The growing problem created by the
limitation of adequate time is a situation not unique in education; yet it is

class.

What some have construed as am-

bivalence regarding the preciseness of
the social, sciences could be corrected
pertinent in its relationship to social by consideration of the polemical asscience offerings in technical educa- pects that constitute an essential contion. Compounding this situation is the tribution to knowledge. The strange
aggravation caused by the pressing and sometimes hostile treatment afproblem of mandated course offerings forded the social scientist is a unique
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corollary. The customary treatment of

student is likely to encounter, ascer-

the subject by staff usually reflects tain his socio-economic background
the traditional forms of presentation and structure the offering to include
found in the baccalaureate programs these factors as a method of stimulatand as a consequence accounts for the ing interest and altering preconceived
lack of communication and meaning values and attitudes. Motivation, it
that frustrates even the most hercu- would appear, is based on recognized
lean efforts. Failure to realize that the needs as well as interest.
community college is not a limited edi-

tion of the four-year college and the

subsequent failure to devise programs
commensurate with the unique needs

The technically-oriented

two-year

college can and should provide programs of social science instruction designed to extend the values of general

and backgrounds of its students af- education. Programs must be devel-

fords us an interesting basis of causation.

Investigation of two-year college
curricula quickly reveals that staff

oped combining the two kinds of education in appropriate proportions and
making them interdependent as well
as meaningful. These objectives can

members ,are chaining themselves to be facilitated by implementation of

academic umbilical
cord of the standard textbook. The obvious result is that we find that
the traditional

courses of study are not structured on
student,

societal,

nor

community

needs; rather they reflect thought patterns of professional and seemingly
prolific writers. In short, the courses
of study faithfully reflect chapter
headings.

The situation conceivably could be
rectified with the implementation of a

program that stressed agreement on
mundane objectives and goals. The
broad spectrum of programs offered
in technically-oriented institutions obviates the possibility of a panacea for
all curriculum problems; yet it is safe

the following recommendations:

I. The existing policies of staff recruitment should be altered to reflect
the importance of community awareness on the part of candidates as a
contingent provision for appointment.
The reference is made not only in restrictive terms of community involvement and interest; rather, what is inherent is that this recommendation is
a total commitment that includes a
complete ,and comprehensive understanding of the nature of the community and its resources. This would
serve as an invaluable aid in the interactional

process

of

teaching

and

learning as they relate to the personnel and regional needs. All things beto assume that the curricula have ing equal, the obvious thrust in prosbeen tailored to meet the economic elyting staff would then be directed toand social needs particular to a geo- ward those who reside within the gengraphic region. Hence there is the pos- eral community. It reflects yet anothsibility that mutually approved objec- er schism with tradition especially in
tives and goals do indeed exist. For light of the proclivities of job-shopping
example, why not discuss ethnic is- professionals to periodically relocate.
lands of the community in question
2. The second major recommendarather than rely on those of the general geographic region? In other words, tion pertains to academic renewal and
gear the program so as to fully utilize involves the restructuring of social

science to meet present-day needs. Ina means of motivating the technical- stead of offering separate and indely-oriented student. Determine the na- pendent "tidbits" of knowledge in the
ture of the situation that this type of form of one-term (usually quarter secommunity resources and situations as
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mester length) capsules of economics, volving community experts as well as
psychology, and sociology, the creativ- regular faculty. The establishment of
ity of the social scientist should be meaningful and effective communicabrought to the fore. Glean what should tion with the students should have
and can be effectively taught about preference over all other consideraAmerican society and integrate this in- tions and would no doubt obviate some
to a flexible year-long program that is of the traditional practices.
specifically designed to capture the
In conclusion, a renaissance of
natural interest and curiosity that is
so characteristic of human nature. It thought is a necessity as increased
calls for emphasis on realism and numbers of students stream into dideals with ideas as they relate to the verse technical programs. A technicalcontext of technological change. If or- ly-oriented society continues to deganized with care, consideration, and mand increased numbers of trained
a measure of planning skill, the pro- and skilled personnel to satisfy the
gram could serve as a springboard for needs of an increasingly complex sostudent enrollment in separate areas ciety. This trend is heightened by the
of interest. The offering could jocular- force of social pressures of our time.
ily be referred to as a smorgasbord Neither society nor the students are
of ideas, and this is precisely what is going to accept unreasoned rigidity in
intended. Governing the structure of thought or action. The movement from
such a proposal would be the inclu- the concrete to the abstract is infinitesion of a central overriding theme de- ly more logical when in contrast with
signed to provide cohesion and unity. the broad and unrelated structure of
It should be abundantly clear by now present offerings. In retrospect, the sothat the- traditional approaches to the cial scientist in technically-oriened
social sciences within technical pro- curricula should redefine their role,
grams are not effective since they are reassess priorities, and develop proneither motivating nor are they edu- grams consistent with their expressed
cationally sound.
mission. Only then can they expect to
penetrate
the mainstream of technical
3. The third and final recommendaeducation.
In an era characterized by
tion would involve changes in the
style and method of instruction. The dynamic change, the social sciences
faculty should become student-oriene- have an opportunity to dramatize the
ed in that they should develop an need for programs oriented toward the
awareness of the subsequent needs, particular needs and abilities of their
background, and the anticipated types prospective students. In essence, the
of occupational situations the students social sciences can become partners
are likely to find themselves involved in technical education rather than
with in the future. The implementation serving merely a perfunctory role.
of a working dialogue with responsiBIBLIOGRAPHY
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INNOVATE OR STAGNATE

WAYNE E. SCHLIFKE

Assistant Professor
Erie County Technical Institute
As educators in the newest and most
dynamic phase of education today, we

bear the responsibility

of achieving
that which others have either baen un-

Stodolsky, Susan S. and Lesser, Gerald. "Learning Practices in the Disadvantaged," Harvard Educational
Review, Vol. 37, No. 4, Fall 1967, pp.
546-589.

has, in recent years, offered editorials or papers critical of such institutions as lecturing, the "cookbook"

technique, dead-end education, etc. In

most cases, it is probably safe to assume that we are in accord with these
opinions
yet we persist! Again ex-

ception may be taken and in some
cases perhaps justifiably so. However,

able to or chosen not to do. The junior let each clearly distinguish between
college student is unique in higher ed- normal change and true innovation.
ucation. As such is it not reasonable More specific consideration of several
to expect that programs and courses areas might serve to motivate the kind
be designed to meet his needs and of thought and discussion that should
those of his ultimate employer? Is it be taking place in the junior college
also not logical to assume that if our community.

role is in fact unique, perhaps our cur-

ricula ought employ what might be The Lecture Syndrome
considered by others as unorthodox
Lecturing is undoubtedly the great-

techniques? Most would undoubtedly est of all higher education institutions.
accept these hypotheses in varying de- Somehow each of us has survived the
grees. There are perhaps even some educational process not as a result of
who would quite emphatically insist the lecture
but rather in spite of it.
that they are fulfilling this role. All too Research has proven many times
frequently however, a close look at the over, the ineffectiveness of lecturing.
facts reveals that the junior college Why then is it still so prevalent?
program emulates that of its sister in- Many reasons might be offered
the
stitutions in the business of higher ed- engineer says it's the only way, the
ucation.

administrator secretly admits that it
Nearly every education publication keeps the budget down and the psy-
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chologist suggests that it represents an
ego-massage. The hard, cold fact, how-

Dead-End Education

Perhaps the greatest problem junior
ever, is that nothing is more ineffec- colleges have in general has to do with
tive, inefficient and downright boring the closed-end nature of their curricuto the student.
la. It is probably fair to say that most
Modern technology offers a multi- of our students will not achieve the
tude of audio-visual devices and tech- doctoral level. Neither though would it
niques proven effective in imprcved be valid to assume that they cannot
learning. The crux of the problem, achieve beyond the junior college. It is
however, remains in the hands and an accepted fact that in the world of
mind of the educator. He is the one tomorrow, training, retraining and
who, through genuine concern for his continuing education will be a necesstudents, must create such innovations sity for survival. Yet most junior coland changes as required to bring lege programs are of terminal nature
about better communication in the with specific closed-end occupational
teaching-learning process. To para- goals. Many of our graduates do continue their education b:At has anyone
phrase
lecturing is dead!
ever stopped to consider that perhaps
The "Cookbook" Technique
the technician wants simply to be a
TT easiest way to teach an analyti- better technician and not an engineer
cal course is to "cookbook" it. How or the computer programmer a better
many times is it said, "The following qualified programmer rather than a
is a step-by-step procedure for proper mathematics major?
solution of the problem" or "The exJunior colleges will truly come of
periment is detailed quite clearly on age when their programs become
the laboratory procedure sheet"? If open-ended, when they offer sound
anyone need fear being replaced by a programs of continuing-education and
machine it is the "instructor" who when they construct curricula to allow
conducts courses in this manner. Fre- for the inevitable changes in the comquently, such an approach will be jus- plexion of our technological society.
tified by reason of its classical nature Again, this growth must be fostered
or for reasons of safety in the labora- and implemented by an aware facultory. Granted, a certain amount of ty.
this type of training can be justified
It is not proposed that solution of
especially in technology
but certain- these problems will solve all the eduly it should not be the only technique. cational ills of the junior colleges.
If the goal of education is to prepare Neither, does this paper propose to
the student for a life of fulfillment, represent a panacea for the specific
had we ought not to build courses in a problems discussed. Rather, it is the
manner so as to cultivate independent intent that junior college faculty bethought? The single most important come cognizant of what must be done
talent we can develop within the stu- and take such steps as each is able in
dent is the ability to reason and for- order that the total role of the junior
mulate independent judgment. Per- college be fulfilled. By reason of its
haps the content of our analytical relative infancy and thus freedom
courses could be more effectively from the staid traditions of academe,
communicated to the student through it enjoys the flexibility which opens
a series of independent exercises, ex- the door to innovation.

periments or projects rather than a
rote sequence of activities.
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ence. Platitudes aside, we are all pretty much devoted to turning out a gradEDUCATIONAL PROCESSES
uate knowledgeable, to some degree,
of the world about him, geared to morALFRED . SLOAN, JR:
al purposes, and, in many cases, posThe Fashion Institute of Technology
sessed of a marketable professional
Few would deny that the role of the skill. If such is our objective, how best
faculty, in terms of influence upon the can it be achieved? More immediateeducational process, has increased ly, what can we as faculty members
now in a position of growing subsubstantially in recent years
and
do about it?
gives every promise of developing yet stantive influence
Would it not seem that, for a startfurther. While it would be an elongaer,
every aspect of ()Ur current education of the truth to claim that the university teacher in America "controls" tional experience, curricular and othhis institution to the degree that his erwise, be subject to an exhaustive
European or British counterparts do review? Are we, for example, asking
(where the administrative function is students to undertake studies today
primarily a housekeeping one and which were meaningful in 1948 or 1958
but not in 1968? Do our technical
where administrators are normally responsible to their colleagues by elec- curriculums possess a balance betion), it is probably Lir to state that tween professional and liberal studies
faculties today enjoy a degree of con- which represented le dernier cri a
trol over institutional destinies un- dozen years ago but which holds diknown, perhaps, since the days of the minished validity today? Are we pursuing work-study programs
or telecolonial college in America.
vision instruction
or
teaching
maRather than delineate the degree of chines
because they are the "thing
control which has already been devel- to do" or because we are convinced of
oped
or to attempt to assess the their educational value? Are we movreasons for its recent rapid growth
ing into the trimester system because
it would seem to be more meaningful we wish not to be out of fashion, or are
to try to discover what use is likely to we satisfied that it represents substanbe made of this new-found strength. tial advantages over the more conFor power, if not used wisely, may ventional approach to the calendar?
produce a result the very antithesis of
And what about our extra-curricular
what it was designed to achieve.
FACULTY INVOLVEMENT IN

area? How many "activities" are we

and crucial decision, subsidizing with institutional time,
it would seem, is whether the college funds, and energy because we assume
faculty of today is prepared to take ad- them to be essential to the traditional
The major

vantage of its strategic position and
press for the development of an optimum educational experience for the
undergraduate body. The opportunity
(one is tempted to say "of a lifetime")
seems to be presenting itself. The
question is:, will it be grasped?
By an "optimum educational experience" one refers to that usage of time
and institutional resources which will
most nearly fulfill the stated goals of
(in our case) the junior college experi-

college experience? How many stu-

dents on your campus read the college
newspaper? How many attend the performances of the dramatic society, or

come to the "proms?" What percentage of your student body attended the
or tennis
last home baseball game
match? Is your student government
association a meaningful representation of the student body or simply a
"house union?"

It seems not unfair to say that our
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institutions indulge in a great many
exercises, curricular and otherwise,
primarily because residential undergraduate colleges have practiced them
for decades.1) But might we not look
farther afield for our models? Is there

ulty prestige, collective as well as individual. Might this not suggest a possible direction for our future efforts?
At the very least, ought we not
in
our new position as educational "influentials"
place all aspects of our innot some truth in the fact that, age stitutional endeavors under continuing
aside, many of our undergraduates
scrutiny and satisfy ourselves that
particularly those in technical pro- they square with our version of what
grams
possess attitudes more in a modern two-year undergraduate edcommon with those of students in pro- ucation ought to offer?
fessional schools than in residential
faculty members, an opportunity
undergraduate colleges? Is not their ofAs
great
potential lies before us. Will
training job-directed? Is not their
have the foresight to grasp it? Or
place of residence almost always be- we
will
we, in the words of .a nineteenth
yond the campus perimeter? Is not
century
"be so bigoted to custheir basic motivation more likely to tom . . . savant,
as to worship it at the expense
be career- than institution-oriented?
of truth."
Reflection suggests that professional
schools perform a sound educational
function without any major extra-cur- 1. Was it not Alexandre Dumas who
ricular effort and with considerable in- suggested that ". . . the custom and
dependence of approach on curricular fashion of today wll be the awkwardmatters. They also tend to enjoy, per- ness and outrage of tomorrow so arhaps not incidentally, substantial fac- bitrary are these transient laws?"
FACULTY INVOLVEMENT IN
EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES

DR. JOSEPH SEIDLIN
STJNY A&T, Alfred

I wonder how college faculties of,
say, fifty years ago, would react to the
title of our theme, "FACULTY INVOLVEMENT

IN EDUCATIONAL
Analogously, how

which in a sense recognized the nonteaching professorship and thus relieved some of the fine researchers
from the burden of holding classes. At

the time, I made an unkind remark
that that was one way to raise the

quality of teaching at Princeton. Since
then colleges and universities
large
and small, ivy and otherwise
have

been exalting the professor, and dewould physicians react to a discussion meaning his involvement in educational processes. The movement, if we
PROCESSES."

titled,
"THE
PHYSICIAN'S INVOLVEMENT IN THE TREATMENT

can call it that, gained its initial

OF SICK PEOPLE." In the language
of the younger generation, they would
pose the query, "What else is new?"
But in fifty years or less we have succeeded in creating a dichotomy between teachers and teaching so that
the title of our discussion is not only
reasonable but urgently timely.
About forty years ago Princeton established
research professorships,

"If you can't lick 'em, join 'em?" As
I read the State University Newsletter, the Junior College Journal, the

prominence in the institutions of higher learning and then made its way infectiously into higher institutions of
learning.
What about the two-year colleges?
Will they also go the way of all flesh?
Will they also succumb to the dictum,
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various junior college news bulletins,
I sense what I would consider putting
a halo over research projects, grants,
and publications on one hand, and ex-

tunate if the two-year colleges emulat-

"educational processes."

jectives, redoubles his efforts.

pressing in small print or footnotes,

I hope that this trend, if a trend it

is, is merely transitional,

that it is
merely to establish a status of respectability of the two-year colleges as the
youngest institution in the category of
higher institutions of learning. It
would be a great pity if in the process
of gaining academic respectability,
the two-year colleges abandoned their
initial objectives. It would be unforEXTEMPORANEOUS REMARKS
DELIVERED AT NIAGARA FALLS,
N.Y., ON "FACULTY
INVOLVEMENT IN COLLEGE AND
COMMUNITY SERVICE "

PETER J. CAFFREY
Bronx Community College

ed the "eager beavers." You probably know that a popular definition of

an "eager beaver" describes him as
one who, having lost sight of his obWhen the panelists have had their
say, I am sure that many questions
bearing on the structure, purposes,

objectives, and ambitions of the twoyear colleges will come to light and to

the scrutiny of the audience. I hope

that there will be sample time for ques-

tions and comments, not only from

and by the members of the panel, but
also from the audience at large.

stated as universals, my purpose in
stating them is not to elicit universal
answers, but to offer the situations as
a basis for your inrospection
both

personal and institutional.
CASE I: You are a young instructor
with, perhaps, a year or two of college

teaching experience. You are facing
The three papers which you heard the usual pressures of a young instruc-

during yesterday afternoon's session tor (e.g.: a 15 to 18 hour teaching load;
were basically concerned with the internal and external pressures to
"Why?" of faculty involvement in produce scholarship and give evidence
community service. It is my purpose of growth; and even, perhaps, the ecothis morning to emphasize, by using a nomic need to "moonlight" by devotcase history-question approach, not so ing a considerable amount of time to
much the "Why?" of faculty involve- additional teaching and-or consulting).

ment, but rather the "How?" I will

QUESTION:

concern myself with the individual
How do you allocate your time in orfaculty member and his reactions to der:
his responsibilities and his opportunia. to contribute;
ties for community service.
b. to learn;
c. to become involved with the
Of the four cases which I will present, the first two cases involve faculcommunity in terms of your needs
ty members' points of view; the third
and responsibilities and the commay be expressive of either a faculty
munity's needs and responsibilimember's or administrator's dilemties?
ma; and the fourth will involve the reCASE II: You are an instructor
sponsibilities of an administrator in whose department head has assigned
community service.
you, as part of your teaching load, a
Before I begin to present the cases sub-college level course as part of a
and questions, let it be clearly under- community service project. You feel
stood that while these questions are that all of your graduate training,
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your skill as a college teacher, the level of excellence to which you have
committed yourself when you entered
college teaching are challenged. In

fact, you are somewhat insulted that
"the college" should have undertaken
what you consider to be a non-college
project.
QUESTIONS:

1. Do you rebel by attacking the
key administrators and calling for
their abdication or resignation?

2. Do you join a union or some
other

faculty organization and
thereby hope to gain a voice in the
acceptance and rejections of these
programs?
3. Do you go back to industry, or,

perhaps to a more traditionallyorientated liberal arts college
whose administration refuses to
get involved in such work?

QUESTIONS:

1. Do you reply affirmatively to
the pressure groups and then try
to convince your colleagues in the
administration and faculty of the
need and the necessity for involvement?
2. Do you hold in abeyance any decision until you have consulted
with key members of your administration and representatives of the

faculty to sound them out about

the need and the feasibility of your
college becoming involved in community-orientated projects?
3. If mnst of your faculty refuse to
participate in such projects, do you
proceed on your own initiative by
committing the resources of the
college to such community programs?

Although I have provided no answers to these questions, I hope that
CASE III: You are an instructor or some answers might suggest themself
administrator working in an urban set- from the situations presented. I feel
ting who feels that the quality of edu- that basically each individual in this
cation, the standard of living or the so- room must attempt to answer these
ciological environment is not condu- questions for himself in terms of his
cive to raising your children as you responsibilities as a faculty member
feel they should be raised. You, there- and-or administrator, and must ascerfore, leave the urban environment and tain the nature of his colleagues reacmove your family to a suburban loca- tions to such questions. As I have said,
tion from which you commute to your there are no universal answers to

these questions. Even though the questions themselves may seem to appear
naive, it is my contention that no progress can be made in promoting faculty involvement in community service
unless every administrator and facul-

college each day.

QUESTION: Faced with the pressures from two communities, with
which community do you identify, to
which community do you contribute,
and with which community do you be- ty member at your college has ancome involved?
swered these questions for himself.
CASE IV: You are an administrator
I hope that the questions which I
faced with pressures from powerful po- have asked will help to stimulate your
litical and social groups within the discussion this morning, and I thank
community which your college serves. you for yoar attention.
Your

administrative

judgment

dis-

cerns that there is a very clear need

in the community for involvement, not
only on a personal level, but on an institutional and professional level.
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RANDOM "THOUGHTS" AND
REACTIONS TO THE DISCUSSIONS

IN PANEL 4
JOSEPH SEIDLIN
SUNY AerT, Alfred

read about the Winnetka system, the
Dalton plan, the Miller plan, the group
study plan; all of them nearly fifty
years old.
In the March, 1968, issue of the Jun-

ior College Journal, there is a onepage article submitted by a man who
in all probability is himself a very effective and perhaps outstanding teacher. But no one, least of all a scientist,
should use undefined words, words

Unless we define our objectives
carefully and specifically, we have no
way of knowing whether anything we
do is of value. There is an old saying,
"to a mariner whose sails are not set
for any port, no wind is favorable."
that are crucial to the meaning and

logical consistency of a principle, a
We hear a great deal about the lag principle that clearly becomes invalid
between theory and practice. That lag when logical consistency is ignored. In
has been studied and reported on in a recent article I said that among othvarious ways and in a great many er ills afflicting present society, there
fields. However, there is the reverse may be "too much language."
lag that may be just as disturbing, but
In recent years we have been hearto which little attention is paid. I am
referring to the lag between practice ing so much about the real or spurious
and theory. Even long after a theory relationship between teaching and rehas been discredited or discarded or, search. There are those who claim that
as we sometimes say, exploded, some-

one, somewhere, ignorant of the fate

of this l'Aeory, either begins or contin-

ues an application in practice. Some
years t go I asked the chief of internal
medici le at the Mayo Clinic to what
especit.sly does he ascribe the clinic's
fame. His reply was rather startling.
It went something like this: Needless
to say, we have gifted practitioners

every good teacher must be a researcher; at the other extreme there

are those who claim that a man who is
completely involved in research is ipso
facto disqualified as a teacher. I believe that both of these claims are extreme and generally false. Research

and teaching are not necessarily like
Siamese twins nor are they mutually
exclusive. If we distinguish between
research and scholarship; if we assign
to research the quest for new knowledge, however tiny; if we assign to
scholarship the analysis, the interpretation of knowledge, old and new; then
perhaps categorically we might say
that every teacher, certainly at the
college level, must be a scholar. He

and technologists, unique and excellent
facilities, etc. but the one thing that is
especially characteristic of the Mayo
Clinic is that hewever successful a theory has been, we waste no time in discarding the theory when a newer and
better theory comes along. Not too
many years ago, Time magazine devoted an inordinate amount of space
to an experimental school in England; may or may not be a researcher. In
a school that was run by a man and fact, there are many distinguished rewife who just came across G. Stanley searchers who are not scholars. NeedHall's theory of catharsis, but who ob- less to add, if a person is at once a
viously have not yet read or heard teacher, a scholar, and a researcher,

about William James's theories

on

he is the ideal.

habit. Many other examples come to
All of us know that in the daily roumind: the champions of the non-grad- tine of teaching there are many almost
ed school apparently have not heard or mechanical processes. There are
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many activities that do not require a
long, protracted, and specifically professional training. Clearly, it is desirable to free the teacher for the often

too readily unexamined, uncritical acceptance of any and every gadget that

comes ,along may actually be detrimental to the teaching-learning proc-

neglected interaction between live per- ess.
sons (in this case, teachers and stuFinally, no teaching method or techdents). It seems to me that teachers nique,
or scheme
with or without
should have an open mind toward all the aid of gadgets
is
foolproof. None
kinds of audio-visual and mechanical has a monopoly
on
ineffective
teachaids, even teaching machines. But a ing.

..
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Over The Years
This 1968 Conference Report is the
fourth successive record of speeches,
position papers and panel discussion
summaries your association has published. We hope it represents a significant service to our membership.
Questions are often asked about the
origin of the New York Association of
Junior Colleges and its subsequent activities. With the aid of data from the
files of the association's second president, Dr. Donald E. Deyo, then of Wal-

ter Hervey Junior College; and from
conversations with Dr. Rollo Wicks,
Chmn. Division of General Education,
SUNY ATC at Canton, and Professor

for Higher Education which recommended the five pilot programs of the
Institutes of Applied Arts and Sciences
at Brooklyn, White Plains, Bingham.

ton, Utica, and Buffalo; the growing
number of private junior colleges;

needs for more educational opportuni-

ties for veterans, and the encouragement from Dr. Jesse Bogue of the
American Association of Junior Col-

leges. Not all leaders in New York

State's higher education circles agreed
with the idea. Dean Harry S. Ganders
of Syracuse University suggested that
an informal organization might have
merits initially and this plan was fol-

Paul Doyle, chairman of the English lowed.
Dept., New York City Community ColBy late September 1947, the New
lege also former presidents your exec- York State Association of Junior Colutive secretary presents the following leges had a president "ad interim" in
notes.
the person of Miss Isabel Phisterer.
"Isabel Phisterer, then President of Soon the Association was giving its
Cazenovia (Junior) College was the reasoned support to the Owen D.
single person who had the initial idea Young Commission's proposals for the
for the establishment of the New York creation of a state university with at
State Association of Junior Colleges" least one trustee who has a sympawrites Dr. Deyo. The idea, first ex- thetic understanding of the liberal and
pressed at 1946 Fall Regent's Convoca- technical phases of the junior college
tion in Albany, became a reality in movement. It also urged that the proApril, 1947 at a meeting of junior col- posed "community colleges be truly
lege presidents at Cazenovia. Miss junior colleges . . . requiring high
Phisterer, Donald Deyo, and Dr. Paul school graduation" and offering proShafer, were appointed to draft a con- gams of transfer quality. Early in
stitution and bylaws. The five institu- 1948 it reaffirmed these stands and betions represented at that meeting gan to study its relationships to the
were: Associated Colleges of Upper two Associations of Higher Education
New York by Mr. Loring M. Thompson
of Champlain College, Plattsburgh,
Cazenovia Junior College by Miss Phis-

in New York State.

)

The support of the idea of granting

degrees, the improvement of
terer, Packer Collegiate by Dr. Shaf- Associate
junior
and
senior college transfer reer, Roberts Junior College by Mr. Merlin G. Smith, and Walter Hervey Jun- lationships, and opposition to the Veteran's Administration's virtual disconior College by Mr. Deyo.
tinuance of education and training secMotivating factors included the Re- tions occupied the Association's leadgents' Report on Post War Planning ers in the Spring of 1948. By that Fall
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the Association was studying seriously

the idea of granting "some sort of a

degree for the successful completion of
two years of college work". At the October 14, 1948 annual conference in Albany twenty-three persons represent-

ing seven private, eight public two

Letters in the files indicate that our
Association

President's

"energetic

leadership" greatly assisted in bringing action in this area. He also re-

newed efforts to secure the cooperation
of all junior colleges and technical in-

stitutes in the activities of the State

year colleges and five State Education Association and succeeded in bringing
Department offices discussed prob- the membership to twelve of the twenlems relating to degrees, orientation of ty-four junior colleges in the state. The
high school guidance personnel and a policies of alternating the presidency
full slate of officers was elected. Miss between representatives of private and
Phistsrer became President, Miss public junior colleges and of the exCourtney Carroll, President of Bennett pected succession of the vice-president
Junior College, Vice-president; Mr. to the presidency were suggested by
Merlin G. Smith, President uf Roberts outgoing President Deyo. These poliJunior College, Secretary-Treasurer; cies are still in operation and the forand Mr. Loring M. Thompson, Direc- mer is mandated by the 1962 constitutor.
tion.
In 1949 attention focused on backThe 1951 year, under the leadership
ground for junior college teaching, of President Paul Richardson, Direcwork-study programs, kinds of degrees tor of Utica Institute; Vice-President,
appropriate for junior colleges, and ob- Harriett Cook, Dean of Cazenoyia Junjectives and programs of junior col- ior College; Secretary-Treasurer, Faleges in New York State. The question ther Casian Kirk, Dean, St. Joseph's
of granting degrees was the most ab- Seraphic Seminary; and Executive
sorbing one and one survey seemed to committeeman Louis A. Rice, Presiindicate that few public or private jun- dent of Packard Junior College, saw
ior colleges or technical institutes were much attention being given to the destrongly in favor of the idea. However, velopment of better means of commuNYSAJC members were strongly in fa- nication among NYSAJC members. To
vor of the proposal. The officers elect- assist in this effort Mr. Robert Davided as the annual meeting were: Pres- son, instructor at Farmingdale Instiident, Donald E. Deyo; Vice President, tute and Mr. Paul Doyle of N.Y.C. InPaul B. Richardson of Utica Institute stitute of Applied Arts and Sciences beof Applied Arts and Sciences; Secre- gan editing a quarterly News Bulletin
tary-Treasurer, Mrs. Harriet Cook, which was published in an attractive
Dean of Cazenovia Junior College; Di- format at the Utica Institute. The
rector, Dr. Frederick A. Morse, Presi- growth in individual memberships
dent of ACUNY.
caused concern among some adminisVigorous efforts to persuade the trators lest the focus of NYSAJC be
Board of Regents to approve the grant- changed. A committee was created to
ing of the Associate degree continued propose suitable changes in the Byin 1950. When specific proposals for laws.
(Our files are incomplete for the
the Associate in Arts (AA) and Associate in Applied Science (AAS) degrees years 1952, 53 and we would appreciwere formulated by the Office for ate aid in locating accounts of the acHigher Education, New York's junior tivities of these years.)
colleges could not agree quickly to acBy 1954 under the presidency of Dr.
cept the proposal although all wanted Charles W. Laffin Jr., then of N.Y.C.
this state to be in line with the others. Institute of Applied Arts and Sciences

S.
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the Constitution was changed to pro-

vide for the creation of a Faculty
Council to encourage the active participation of classroom teachers in Association activities. Dr. Howell Pickett of
Paul Smith's Junior College, Mrs.
Mary Jones of Fashion Institute of

June workshops. These are: Farmingdale in 1953, Paul Smith's in 1954,
1961, and 1968, and Bennett in 1962.

"More recently, our people have also become very active in the programs
of the American Association of Junior

Colleges, several of them serving on
Technology, and Father Peter Hogan its commissions, and in 1967-68 Donald
of Epiphany Apostolic Seminary were A. Eldridge of Bennett College served
among the first officers of the Faculty as President of A.A.J.C.
Among
Council. In its eight years of operation AAJC's Board and Commission memthis group conducted many stimulating bers have been Lawrence Bethel, Waldiscussions of professional problems. ton H. Brown, Rhea M. Eckel, Charles
When the American Association of W. Laffin, Jr., and Philip C. Martin.
Junior Colleges came to New York
The Association through its officers
City for its annual convention, the NY- and its executive committee has
SAJC under the presidency of Dr. worked with the Division of Higher
Chester Burton of Paul Smith's Col- Education of the State Education Dept.
lege, were the honored hosts in 1956 in getting approval of the Associate in
with the aid of the Junior College Science degree. It has stressed with
Council of the Middle Atlantic States.

"In recent years the members of our

state association have been very active in the Junior College Council of the
Middle Atlantic States. Four presidents

of our association have been elected
president of the latter organization.
These are Isabel Phisterer, of Cazeno-

via Junior College; Chester Buxton, of
Paul Smith's College; Charles Laffin,
Jr., of Farmingdale; and Rollo Wicks,
of the Agricultural and Technical Institute at Canton.

the Board of Regents and Commission-

er of Education James E. Allen the

need for special Regent's S.cholarships
for outstanding graduates of two-year
colleges and is active in advancing the
benefits to two-year college students
which state and federal programs
make available to higher education institutions. We are currently urging the
extension of the N.Y. Scholar Incentive
Program to all N.Y.S. residents attending an accredited college in the state.
The Association went on record at its
1968 conference also to urge that high

"Moreover, in the past ten years priority be given to the development

three of our colleges have played host
to the Junior Colleges Council of the
Middle Atlantic States for its annual

of accommodations at the upper-division level for grP,duates of two-year
programs.

..
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Constitution of New York State
Association of Junior Colleges
I. NAME

The name of this organization shall
be THE NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR COLLEGES.
II. PURPOSES

of the Association and for issuing an
annual financial report.

4. The Executive Secraary shall carry out plans as assigned by the Executive Committee.

1. To promote a better understand- V. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ing and greater knowledge of junior
1. The Executive Committee shall
colleges.
consist of the officers of the Associa2. To strengthen the cause of the tion, the immediate past president
junior colleges in the state by present- serving in an advisory capacity, and
ing their united opinion to appropriate ten additional members. Of the ten adgovernment agencies.
ditional members, at least five shall
3. To improve the articulation with be teaching faculty members.
other colleges and secondary schools.
2. The Executive Committee shall
4. To stimulate the professional de- represent both pu;..1.4r. and private colvelopment of the membership.

5. To advance the status, prestige,
and welfare of the membership.
III. OFFICERS

There shall be a President, Vice-

leges of the state.
3. Executive Committee members

will normally be elected to serve for
two years, with ;15) five members com

pleting their terms each year.

President, and Secretary-Treasurer to VI. STANDING COMMITTEES
serve for a term of one year. An ExecThere shall be standing committees
utive Secretary shall be appointed by appointed by the President to carry
the Executive Committee.
out the purposes of the Association.
IV. DUTIES OF OFFICERS
1. The President shall plan and di- VII. NOMINATING COMMITTEE
There shall be a Nominating Comrect the activities of the Association
and perform all duties generally per- mittee appointed by the President uptaining to that office. He shall serve as on his accession to office whose duties
chairman of the Executive Committee. shall be to propose candidates for elecoffice and Executive Committee
2. The Vice-President shall coordi- tive
members.
of the Nominating
nate the program of the annual meet- CommitteeReport
be presented to the
ing, publicity, and public relations. He membershipshall
at
least
shall advise and consult with the edi- ceding the conference. one month pretor of the Association Newsletter. He

shall act for the President in the ab- VIII. MEMBERSHTP
sence of the latter.

3. The Secretary-Treasurer shall be
responsible for all records and funds

Institutional: Membership shall be
opened to those institutions classified
as JUNIOR COLLEGES by the New

,.
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York State Education Department up- Association meeting. Any proposed
on payment of the fees established by amendment must be signed by at least
the Executive Committee.
fiv.e members of the Association. The
secretary shall send a notice of the
Individual: Any educator or person nroposed amendments to the members
in sympathy with Junior College edu- of the Association at least two weeks
cation may, upon payment of fees es- prior to the annual meeting. Amendtablished by the Executive Committee, ments to the By-laws shall be voted upbecome a member of the Association.
on at the annual Association meeting.
IX. ELECTIONS

*

Officers and members of the Executive Committee shall be elected by the
membership in attendance at the Annual Meeting. New officers shall take
office immediately following the Annual Meeting and shall hold office until
the next election. Candidates for all

*

*

Adopted unanimously at the annual
Association meeting, April 28, 1962.

Article V was amended to its present
form at the 1965 annual meeting.
*

*

*

elective offices shall be members of Membership Fees established for 1969

the Association.

Institutional Membership

X. VOTING PRIVILEGES

Voting Privileges shall be extended
to each member in attendance at the
annual conference.
XI. AMENDMENTS

Amendments to the By-laws shall be
proposed to the Executive Committee

at least thirty days before the annual

-

Enrollment up to 999 F.T.E.
Students

$35.00

Enrollment 1000
F.T.E. Students
Enrollment

1500

to

1499

45.00

and oyer

F.T.E Students
Individual Membership

60.00

$ 4.00

i

